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FH;L;DJIB?78?B?JOD;?J>;HJ>;,J7J;DEHJ>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO?DLEBL;:7H;
>;B:B?78B;<EHM>7JMEKB:EJ>;HM?I;8;?<:?H;9JBOF;H<EHC;:8OJ>;
,J7J;L?EB7J?EDIE<J>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED (<9EKHI;IJ7J;9EDIJ?JKJ?EDI
IJ7J;B7MI9ECCEDB7M7D:J>;B?A;C7OFHEL?:;7H;C;:OM>;H;7
FH?L7J; 79JEH L?EB7J;I 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B DEHCIS8KJ J>;O C7O DEJ  EH
J>;O C7O FHEL?:; H;C;:?;I J>7J 7H; ?DIK<<?9?;DJ EH CEH; :?<<?9KBJ JE

%11>;C;H?DIAO?A<>-DEJ;7J 9EBB;9J?D=97I;I 

%11507J  R DEJ?D=J>7JT?DI?JK7J?EDIM>;DDEIJ7JKJ;FHE>?8?JI:?I
9H?C?D7J?ED9EKHJI>7L;KI;:J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;JE:?IC?IIIK?JI7BB;=?D=FH?
L7J; H79?7B :?I9H?C?D7J?ED 8O ;CFBEO;HI H;IJ7KH7DJI 9;C;J;H?;I 7D: :;B?L;H;HI E<
I;HL?9;I IK9> 7I 9>?B:97H;   ,?C?B7HBO ?D I?JK7J?EDI M>;D J>;H; M7I DE 7FFB?978B;
IJ7JKJ;J>;9EKHJI>7L;H;<KI;:JEH;L?;M7BB;=;:I;N:?I9H?C?D7J?ED8OFH?L7J;;C
FBEO;HI7D:?DIKH7D9;9ECF7D?;I>EB:?D=J>7JJ>;H;M7IDEIJ7J;79J?ED B7?CIE<
:?I9H?C?D7J?ED ED J>; 87I?I E< 7=; H;B?=?ED 7D: 7B?;D7=; B?A;M?I; >7L; 8;;D :?I
C?II;:<EHM7DJE<IJ7J;79J?ED    "DI>EHJJ>;9EKHJI>7L;JEB;H7J;:J>;L?EB7J?ED
E< L?HJK7BBO ;L;HO 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L7BK; :?IC?II?D= 9>7BB;D=;I JE 7BB;=;: ?D<H?D=;
C;DJI8;97KI;E<J>;78I;D9;E<IJ7J;79J?ED U 
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E8J7?DB;=7BBO EHJ>7J:EDEJ8;7HJ>;IJHED=IOC8EB?ICE<7<?D:?D=
E<9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?ED "DIK9>97I;IL?EB7J?EDIE<<KD:7C;DJ7B
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I7H;7BBEM;:JE9EDJ?DK;KD9>;9A;:8O7DOJ>?D=
EJ>;HJ>7DJ>;9EKHJE<FK8B?9EF?D?ED 
-EIEC;J>?I799EKDJ78?B?JOFHE8B;C?IDEJ7FHE8B;C7J7BB 
"J C7O 8; J>EK=>J J>7J FH?L7J; 79JEHI I>EKB: 8; 7BBEM;: JE L?EB7J;
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BDEHCI?DM7OI?DM>?9>J>;=EL;HDC;DJI>EKB:DEJS
J>7J ?I ?D <79J J>; ;DJ?H; FE?DJ 8;>?D: J>; H;GK?H;C;DJ E< IJ7J; 79
J?ED   KJ ?D 7D 7=; E< ?D9H;7I?D= FH?L7J?P7J?ED 7D: :;B;=7J?ED 7
IJH?9JKD8;D:?D=8;B?;<J>7JFH?L7J;79JEHII>EKB:DEJ8;>;B:JE9ED
IJ?JKJ?ED7BIJ7D:7H:IB;7L;IL7IJ7CEKDJIE<I;HL?9;ISC7DOE<M>?9>
7H; 7H=K78BO D;9;II7HO JE J>EI; M?I>?D= JE B?L; 7I <KBBO <KD9J?ED?D=
C;C8;HIE<IE9?;JOSLKBD;H78B;JE:?I9H?C?D7J?ED7D:B?A;;L?BI ->;
799EKDJ78?B?JO =7FIW ;N?IJ;D9; 7D: ;L;H =HEM?D= D7JKH; J>H;7J;D JE
FHEL;;CFJOJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?EDWI=K7H7DJ;;I7BBEM?D=<EHL?EB7J?EDIE<
9?L?BH?=>JIE<7FEJ;DJ?7BBO7B7HC?D=C7=D?JK:; ->;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9
JH?D;7BBEMI,J7J;IJE:;B;=7J;<KD:7D:;D9EKH7=;7D:;I97F;9ED
IJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JOM>?B;I?CKBJ7D;EKIBO<H;;?D=J>;FH?L7J;79JEHI?D
CEIJ97I;I<HEC9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7IM;BB 'E8E:OJ>;DF7OI
J>; 8?BB <EH L?EB7J?EDI E< <KD:7C;DJ7B 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B DEHCIS8;OED:
J>;?HL?9J?CI KHJ>;HJ>;L?EB7J?EDI7H;DEJC;7D?D=<KBBOB;II>7HC
<KBC;H;BO8;97KI;J>;OIJ;C<HECFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IW79J?EDIH7J>;HJ>7D
=EL;HDC;DJ7B ED;I   "D H;7B?JO TFH?L7J; ?D<H?D=;C;DJI E< 87I?9 <H;;
:ECI97D8;@KIJ7I>7HC<KB7I=EL;HDC;DJ7B?D<H?D=;C;DJI ,F;;9>
97D 8; 9>?BB;: 7D: BEIJ @KIJ 7I CK9> J>HEK=> FH?L7J; I7D9J?EDI 7I
J>HEK=> FK8B?9 ED;I   )H?L7J; :?I9H?C?D7J?ED 97KI;I 7D: F;HF;JK7J;I
IE9?7B ?D;GK7B?J?;I 7J B;7IJ 7I F;HD?9?EKI 7I J>EI; 97KI;: 8O =EL;HD

%11>?7D=?A<>-DEJ;7J 

2#(!' (&"'("/"%+" !-,%"+-",-(0+-! ,-'-.+2
 TJJ>;9EH;E<J>;,KFH;C;EKHJWI7KJ>EH?JO7D:FH;IJ?=;?IJ>;FH?D9?FB;
E< @K:?9?7B H;L?;M J>; FEM;H JE :;9B7H; KD9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B 7DO IJ7J; EH <;:;H7B B7M
@K:?9?7BHKB?D=EH;N;9KJ?L;79J?EDJ>7J?I?D9ED<B?9JM?J>J>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED U>H?I
JEF>;H ,C?J>-C-:0%E9.;85?9 -   %  &"!  ,-  .  %  +/ 
R T4->;EDIJ?JKJ?ED5?IE<J;DV7D7BE=4?P;:5   JE7I79H;:J;NJ U 

%1113#79AIEDL &;JHE :?IEDE  . ,  T4-5>?IEKHJ
?D J>; ?L?B +?=>JI 7I;I    7<<?HC;: J>; ;II;DJ?7B :?9>EJECO I;J <EHJ> ?D J>7J
C;D:C;DJ 8;JM;;D :;FH?L7J?ED 8O J>; ,J7J;    7D: FH?L7J; 9ED:K9J U H;DJ
MEE:97: L -;DD ,;9ED:7HO,9> J> IIWD . ,  T->;
@K:?9?7BE8B?=7J?ED?I   JEFH;I;HL;7D7H;7E<?D:?L?:K7B<H;;:EC8OB?C?J?D=J>;
H;79>E<<;:;H7BB7M7D:7LE?:J>;?CFEI?J?EDE<H;IFEDI?8?B?JOED7,J7J;<EH9ED
:K9J?J9EKB:DEJ9EDJHEB U?DJ;HD7BGKEJ7J?EDC7HAIEC?JJ;: 
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C;DJ79J?ED U "D7::?J?EDTJ>;9ED9;DJH7J?EDE<M;7BJ>7D:FEM;H
?DFH?L7J;>7D:I<EH;N7CFB;?DB7H=;9EHFEH7J?EDIC7A;IJ>;;<<;9J
E<FH?L7J;79J?EDI?D9;HJ7?D97I;IL?HJK7BBO?D:?IJ?D=K?I>78B;<HECJ>;
?CF79JE<=EL;HDC;DJ7B9ED:K9J U D:FH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJ>EK=>IK8
@;9J ?D IEC; I;DI; JE J>; FEM;H E< FK8B?9 EF?D?ED J>HEK=> J>; :;
C7D:IE<I>7H;>EB:;HI7H;DEJIK8@;9JJE:?H;9J9EDJHEB8OJ>;FK8B?9
J>HEK=>:;CE9H7J?9FHE9;II;IC;7D?D=J>7JJ>;H;;N?IJI7B;IIFEM;H
<KB FH79J?97B 9>;9A ED FH?L7J; ;DJ?J?;I J>7D ED J>; ,J7J;S97BB?D= <EH
CEH;B;=7B799EKDJ78?B?JODEJB;II 
->; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; 7FF;7HI JE >7L; ;LEBL;: M?J> 79
9EKDJ78?B?JO9H?J?9?ICI?DC?D:F7HJ?9KB7HBOIKHHEKD:?D=799EKDJ78?B
?JOE<J>;,J7J; ,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO?D<79J<EHCIJ>;>;7HJE<J>;
:E9JH?D;7I7FFB?;:JEFH?L7J;79JEHI ->;EKHJ>7I;CF>7I?P;:J>7J
4J5>;@K:?9?7BE8B?=7J?ED?IDEJEDBOJEFH;I;HL;7D7H;7
E<?D:?L?:K7B<H;;:EC8OB?C?J?D=J>;H;79>E<<;:;H7B
B7M 7D: 7LE?: J>; ?CFEI?J?ED E< H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ED 7
,J7J;<EH9ED:K9J?J9EKB:DEJ9EDJHEB   8KJ7BIEJE
7IIKH; J>7J 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B IJ7D:7H:I 7H; ?DLEA;: M>;D
?J97D8;I7?:J>7J@41%@-@15?>1?<;:?5.81<EHJ>;IF;
9?<?99ED:K9JE<M>?9>J>;FB7?DJ?<<9ECFB7?DI 

->KI JH79?D= ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO B?;I 7J J>; 9EH; E< J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED
?DGK?HO !EM;L;H:;IF?J;J>;9EKHJIW7FF7H;DJ7M7H;D;IIE<J>;?IIK;
E<799EKDJ78?B?JO7D:J>;?H;NFB?9?J9ECC?JC;DJJEC7J9>?D=,J7J;H;

>;C;H?DIAO?A<>-DEJ;7J 

0-@ R 

%1150

2 ,?:D;OK9>7D7D;:/1<@A-85?@;>E;2@41%@-@1/@5;:;/@>5:1&41
%1->/42;>;B1>:91:@-8$1?<;:?5.585@E!(.,  %  +/  T->;
IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;   9EDJ;CFB7J;I7I;7H9><EH=EL;HDC;DJ7BH;IFEDI?8?B?JO U 

 >1:@C;;0   . ,  7J  ?DJ;HD7B 9?J7J?EDI EC?JJ;: ;CF>7I?I 7::;: ?11
-8?;KHJEDL 0?BC?D=JED)7HA?D=KJ> . ,  R  T"J?I?HE
DO 7CEKDJ?D= JE =H7L; ?D@KIJ?9; J>7J ?D ED; F7HJ E< 7 I?D=B; 8K?B:?D= ;H;9J;: 7D:
C7?DJ7?D;:M?J>FK8B?9<KD:I8O7D7=;D9OE<J>;,J7J;JEI;HL;7FK8B?9FKHFEI;
7BB F;HIEDI >7L; ;GK7B H?=>JI M>?B; ?D 7DEJ>;H FEHJ?ED 7BIE I;HL?D= J>; FK8B?9 7
';=HE ?I 7 I;9ED: 9B7II 9?J?P;D E<<;DI?L; 8;97KI; E< >?I H79; M?J>EKJ H?=>JI 7D:
KD;DJ?JB;:JEI;HL?9;8KJ7JJ>;I7C;J?C;<KBBO;D@EOI;GK7B799;IIJED;7H8OH;I
J7KH7DJI ?D M>EBBO FH?L7J;BO EMD;: 8K?B:?D=I U 0;IJ L  JA?DI  . ,   
 TEDJH79J?D=EKJFH?IEDC;:?97B97H;:E;IDEJH;B?;L;J>;,J7J;E<?JI9EDIJ?
JKJ?ED7B:KJOJEFHEL?:;7:;GK7J;C;:?97BJH;7JC;DJJEJ>EI;?D?JI9KIJE:O7D:?J
:E;I DEJ :;FH?L; J>; ,J7J;I FH?IED;HI E< J>; C;7DI JE L?D:?97J; J>;?H ?=>J>
C;D:C;DJH?=>JI U 
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IFEDI?8?B?JOM?J>7<?D:?D=E<IJ7J;79J?EDJ>;:E9JH?D;>7IDEJIK<<?
9?;DJBO ;LEBL;: JE C;;J 7D: H;IEBL; 799EKDJ78?B?JO 9ED9;HDIS7D ?I
IK;J>7J?I8;9EC?D=;IF;9?7BBOFH;II?D=?DJ>?ID;MH;7B?JOE<FH?L7J?
P7J?ED7D::;B;=7J?ED EKHJI>7L;?DJ;DI;BOB?C?J;:J>;?H9ED9;FJ?ED
E<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOJEJ>;:;JH?C;DJE<EL;H7BB799EKDJ78?B?JO=;D
;H7BBO H;<KI?D= JE BEEA 7J FH79J?97B ;<<;9JI 7D: :;C7D:?D= 7 9EDD;9
J?ED E< J>; >?=>;IJ EH:;H 8;JM;;D J>; ,J7J; 7D: J>; 9>7BB;D=;: 79
J?ED   "< J>; IJ7JKI GKE H;C7?DI KD9>7D=;: J>; DKC8;H E<
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDIKDC7J9>;:8O9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JOM?BBED
BO9EDJ?DK;JE=HEM 
->?I?IDEJ7DKD7LE?:78B;H;IKBJE<C7?DJ7?D?D=7IJ7J;79J?ED
H;GK?H;C;DJ ->;8ED;IE<J>;:E9JH?D;SJ>;;NFB?9?J9ECC?JC;DJJE
;DIKH?D= J>7J 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JO 7JJ79>;I M>;H; J>; ,J7J; ?I H;
IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?EDSFHEL?:;I7L?78B;C;9>7D?IC<EH
FH;L;DJ?D=FH?L7J?P7J?ED<HEC:;IJHEO?D=799EKDJ78?B?JO +;IFEDI?8?B
?JO:E;IDEJD;;:JE8;7ID7HHEMBO:;<?D;:7I9EKHJI>7L;J>KI<7H?D
J;HFH;J;: ?J 7D: 7 8HE7: 9ED9;FJ?ED 97D 97FJKH; CK9> E< M>7J DEM
IB?FI EKJ E< J>; :E9JH?D;WI =H7IF   0>?B; C7DO 7DIM;HI JE J>; :E9
JH?D;WIFHE8B;CI>7L;8;;DFHE<<;H;:J>?IF7F;H:E;IDEJ7JJ;CFJJE
7D7BOP; ;79> E< J>;I; EFJ?EDI   "DIJ;7: C?D:<KB E< 8EJ> J>; FEM;H
E<S7D:J>KIJ>;D;;:<EHS79EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BH;C;:OJ>;FEJ;DJ?7B?D
7:;GK79OEHKD7L7?B78?B?JOE<FH?L7J;B7MJEEBI7D:J>;H;BK9J7D9;E<
J>;EKHJJE;B?C?D7J;EHH7:?97BBO9>7D=;J>;:E9JH?D;?J<E9KI;IED
M7OI?DM>?9>J>;9KHH;DJ:E9JH?D;9EKB:8;H;<EHC;:JEFHECEJ;79
9EKDJ78?B?JOJ>HEK=>7CEH;HE8KIJ9ED9;FJ?EDE<J>;:E9JH?D;WICEJ?
L7J?D= FH?D9?FB; ;DIKH?D= J>7J J>; ,J7J; 97DDEJ ;L7:; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B
B?78?B?JO<EHJ>;79J?EDIE<FH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJ>7JTC7O8;<7?HBOJH;7J;:
7I J>7J E< J>; ,J7J; ?JI;B< U  ->; EKHJ >7I :;9B7H;: J>7J J>; ,J7J;
97DDEJ9?H9KCL;DJ9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B:KJ?;I8O:;B;=7J?D=J>;CJEFH?L7J;
79JEHI7D:>7I9;DJ;H;:J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;7I7FFB?;:JEFH?
L7J;79JEHI7HEKD:J>;78?B?JOJE>EB:,J7J;IH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;9ED
I;GK;D9;IE<J>;?H79J?EDI ->?IF7F;HJ>;H;<EH;FH;I;DJI7FEII?8B;

%115:2>-)7HJI""""" 

%1113>;C;H?DIAO?A<>-DEJ;7J &7HA-KI>D;J&41??A1;2%@-@1
/@5;: ;>5F;:@-8221/@5:;9<->-@5B1;:?@5@A@5;:-8-C "'-W% #  (',-  % 
  

#79AIEDL &;JHE :?IEDE . ,    

%110;IJL JA?DI. ,  TEDJH79J?D=EKJFH?IEDC;:?97B97H;
:E;I DEJ H;B?;L; J>; ,J7J; E< ?JI 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B :KJO JE FHEL?:; 7:;GK7J; C;:?97B
JH;7JC;DJJEJ>EI;?D?JI9KIJE:O U 

%1113>1:@C;;0 . , 7J 
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IEBKJ?EDJEJ>;799EKDJ78?B?JOFHE8B;CJ>7J<E9KI;IED7D:H;IFED:IJE
J>?I9ED9;HD?DEH:;HJE?D9H;7I;799EKDJ78?B?JOM?J>EKJ<KD:7C;DJ7B
BO7BJ;H?D=J>;D7JKH;E<J>;:E9JH?D; 
->KI)7HJ""=?L;I7D799EKDJE<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;7I?J
9KHH;DJBOIJ7D:I?BBKIJH7J?D=?JI9ED<KI;:D7JKH;?JI9ED<B?9J?D=?DJ;H
FH;J7J?ED8OBEM;H9EKHJI7D:?JI9EDI;GK;DJFHEF;DI?JOJE9H;7J;9?H
9K?J IFB?JI :;CEDIJH7J?D= J>; :?H; D;;: <EH 9>7D=;   )7HJ """ 9BEI;BO
;N7C?D;I9;HJ7?DFHE8B;C7H;7IJ>7J9E?D9?:;M?J>?D9H;7I;:FH?L7J?
P7J?ED:;B;=7J?ED7D:,J7J;;CFEM;HC;DJE<FH?L7J;79JEHI?DM>?9>
7M;7A;D;:9ED9;FJ?EDE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO>7IB;:JE7<7?BKH;E<
799EKDJ78?B?JO )7HJ"/E<<;HIKFM7OI?DM>?9>J>;9KHH;DJ:E9JH?D;
9EKB:8;H;<EHC;:JEFH;L;DJJ>?I<7?BKH;M>?B;IJ?BBH;C7?D?D=M?J>?D
J>;IF?H?JE<J>;:E9JH?D;7I:;<?D;:8OJ>;EKHJE<C7J9>?D=,J7J;
H;IFEDI?8?B?JOM?J>9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO 





    

I:;I9H?8;:J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;>7I8;;DHEKD:BO9H?J?
9?P;:7I?D9E>;H;DJKDMEHA78B;7D:?DIK<<?9?;DJJEKF>EB:EKH9ED
IJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I 2;JDEJCK9>>7I8;;D:ED;JECE:?<OEH9B7H?<O
J>;:E9JH?D;?J9EDJ?DK;IJE8;7DKDFH;:?9J78B;@KC8B;7I?J>7I8;;D
<EHEL;H7>KD:H;:O;7HI ->?I)7HJ=?L;I7D799EKDJE<J>;9KHH;DJ
IJ7J; E< J>; :E9JH?D; 9BEI;BO ;N7C?D?D= 97I;I <HEC J>; F7IJ I;L;H7B
O;7HI ?D EH:;H JE :;CEDIJH7J; >EM 7 F7K9?JO E< 9B;7H =K?:7D9; <HEC
J>;,KFH;C;EKHJ>7IB;:JE:?<<;H?D=7D:E<J;D9ED<B?9J?D=?DJ;HFH;
J7J?EDI 7CED= J>; 9?H9K?JI   ->;I; L7H?7J?EDI E99KH 79HEII CKBJ?FB;
FB7D;I <HEC J>; 9EDJ;DJ E< J>; J;IJI :;H?L;: <HEC J>; EKHJWI @KH?I
FHK:;D9;JEJ>;C7DD;H?DM>?9>J>EI;J;IJI7H;7FFB?;: ::?J?ED7B
BO J>?I )7HJ >?=>B?=>JI >EM 7D KDD;9;II7H?BO M;7A 9ED9;FJ?ED E<
,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO >7I I>7F;: J>; :;L;BEFC;DJ E< J>; :E9JH?D; ?D
IK9>7M7O7IJEB;J799EKDJ78?B?JO<7BB8OJ>;M7OI?:; ->;H;IKBJ?D=
C;II9EDIJ?JKJ;I7FEM;H<KB7H=KC;DJ?D<7LEHE<9>7D=?D=EH7JB;7IJ
9B7H?<O?D=J>;:E9JH?D; 
&# +*0#*0+$0&##/0/
%EM;H9EKHJI=;D;H7BBO7FFBOIB?=>JL7H?7J?EDIEDJ>H;;JE<EKH
J;IJI:;H?L;:<HECJ>;,KFH;C;EKHJWIH;B7J?L;BOIF7HI;IJ7J;79J?ED
@KH?IFHK:;D9; ?D9BK:?D= FH;9;:;DJ 9ED9;HD?D= :?H;9J 7FFB?97J?ED E<
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J>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED7D:FH;9;:;DJ9ED9;HD?D=KI;E<. ,  Q JE
>EB:79JEHIB?78B;<EH9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDI  ->;EKHJ:?:DEJ
?JI;B<B78;B;NFB?9?JBO;D:EHI;EH<KBBO:;<?D;J>;I;J;IJIJ>EK=>J>;O
>7L;79ADEMB;:=;:J>;?H;N?IJ;D9;  ->;EKHJ>7I7BIEC7?DJ7?D;:
J>7J J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; ?I DEJ IK?J;: <EH 7D: 97DDEJ 8; 8E?B;:
:EMDJE7D;DKC;H7J;:B?IJE<;N9BKI?L;J;IJI !EM;L;HJ>;KI;E<
J>;J;IJI>7I8;9EC;D;7H K8?GK?JEKI7CED=J>;BEM;H9EKHJIM?J>EKJ
CK9> 7JJ;CFJ JE IJ;F EKJI?:; J>;?H 8EKD:7H?;I   ->;I; J;IJI ?D9BK:;
J>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJJ>;,J7J;9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?EDJ;IJJ>;@E?DJ
79J?EDJ;IJ7D:J>;IOC8?EJ?9H;B7J?EDI>?F D;NKIJ;IJ EKHJI>7L;DEJ
8;;D ;DJ?H;BO 9EDI?IJ;DJ 78EKJ >EM J>;O :;<?D; J>;I; J;IJI EH ;L;D
78EKJJ>;DKC8;HE<J;IJIJ>7J;N?IJ &7DO9EKHJIIJ7J;J>7JJ>;H;7H;
EDBO J>H;; J;IJISKIK7BBO FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED 9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?ED 7D:
IOC8?EJ?9 H;B7J?EDI>?F D;NKI J>EK=> J>; ;N79J B78;BI :?<<;H M?J>
IEC;9EC8?D?D=@E?DJ79J?ED7D:D;NKIJE=;J>;H (J>;H9EKHJIH;9
E=D?P;<EKHJ;IJIS7::?D=?D@E?DJ79J?EDI;F7H7J;BO 

->;JME?DGK?H?;I7H;DEJ;N79JBO?:;DJ?97B8KJ<KD9J?ED7BBO9EKHJIW7D7BOI;IE<Q
WIT9EBEHE<IJ7J;B7MUH;GK?H;C;DJ?I;NJH;C;BOI?C?B7HJEJ>;?H7D7BOI;IE<J>;
IJ7J;79J?EDH;GK?H;C;DJ %11#KB?;$ HEMD1??5?;>11/8A@@1>5:3@41%@-@1
/@5;: ;/@>5:1  &(  %  +/       T99EH:?D= JE J>; ,KFH;C;
EKHJ?DA3->B09;:0?;:!58;J>;I9EF;E<I;9J?ED ?IIB?=>JBO8HE7:;H
J>7D J>; EKHJ;;DJ> C;D:C;DJWI VIJ7J; 79J?EDW H;GK?H;C;DJ  EH J>; CEIJ F7HJ
>EM;L;HB?78?B?JOKD:;HI;9J?ED WIV9EBEHE<IJ7J;B7MWH;GK?H;C;DJ?I;GK?L7
B;DJJEJ>7JE<IJ7J;79J?EDKD:;HJ>;EKHJ;;DJ>C;D:C;DJ U ->KIJ>;?DGK?H?;I
M?BB8;JH;7J;:7IED;<EHJ>;FKHFEI;IE<J>?IF7F;H 

%1113>1:@C;;0 . , 7JT->;.D?J;:,J7J;IEKHJE<FF;7BI<EH
J>;,?NJ>?H9K?J   H;9E=D?P;:J>7JJ>;H;?IDEI?D=B;J;IJJE?:;DJ?<OIJ7J;79J?EDI
7D:IJ7J;79JEHI8KJ7FFB?;:J>H;;9H?J;H?7:;H?L;:<HEC4FH?EH97I;I5 U 

%11507JRIJ7J?D=J>7JTJ>;H;?IDEI?D=B;J;IJJE?:;DJ?<OIJ7J;79J?EDI7D:
IJ7J;79JEHIU7D:J>7JT4M5>7J?I<7?HBO7JJH?8KJ78B;4JEJ>;,J7J;5?I7C7JJ;HE<DEH
C7J?L;@K:=C;DJ7D:J>;9H?J;H?7B79AH?=?:I?CFB?9?JOU 

%115:2>-)7HJ""" 

%1113ENL "DJWBED< KD;H7B,;HL N7C?D?D=:I  ,KFF :
 ,  ' 2  TBJ>EK=>J>;H;?IVDEI?D=B;J;IJJE?:;DJ?<OIJ7J;79J?EDI7D:
IJ7J;79JEHIW   J>H;;C7?DJ;IJI>7L;;C;H=;: U%7 ?L ,EDIED<;:;H7J;/;J
;H7DIL ?JOE<'7J9>?JE9>;I  ,KFF : 0  %7  T-E:;
J;HC?D;M>;J>;HEJ>;HM?I;FH?L7J;9ED:K9J?IV<7?HBO7JJH?8KJ78B;WJEJ>;4,5J7J;7D:
J>KI9EDI?:;H;:IJ7J;79J?EDJ>;9EKHJI;CFBEOJ>H;;J;IJI U 

%1113;B=7KL "DIB;; ,KFF :
 0  07I>  T->;
,KFH;C; EKHJ >7I 7HJ?9KB7J;: <EKH J;IJI <EH :;J;HC?D?D= M>;J>;H 7 DED
=EL;HDC;DJ7BF;HIEDI79J?EDI7CEKDJJEIJ7J;79J?ED    U7L?IEDL 79;8EEA
"D9   ,KFF :   /7  T4-5>;EKHJ>?H9K?J>7IH;9E=
D?P;:V<EKH;N9BKI?L;9?H9KCIJ7D9;IKD:;HM>?9>7FH?L7J;F7HJO97D8;:;;C;:JE
8;7IJ7J;79JEH WU 
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"A.85/A:/@5;:

)H?L7J;79JEHIC7O8;<EKD:JE8;IJ7J;79JEHIM>;DJ>;O7H;
F;H<EHC?D= 7 FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED J>7J T>7I 8;;D VJH7:?J?ED7BBO J>;1D/8A
?5B1 FH;HE=7J?L; E< J>; ,J7J; WU  ->?I J;IJ ?I ED ?JI <79; GK?J; IJH?D
=;DJ ;IF;9?7BBO ?D 97I;I M>;H; J>; <KD9J?ED ?JI;B< ?I H;B7J?L;BO D;M
7D:J>KIDEJH7:?J?EDE<7DOA?D:;N?IJI?DH;=7H:JE?JIF;H<EHC7D9; 
->;9KHH;DJJ;IJ7BIEH;FH;I;DJI7D7HHEM?D=:;F7HJKH;<HECJ>;EH?=?
D7BFK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJM>?9>H;GK?H;:EDBOJ>7J7<KD9J?ED8;FK8B?9
?DD7JKH; EKHJI>7L;7BIE;NFB?9?JBOIJ7J;:J>7JJ>;O7H;H;BK9J7DJ
JE8HE7:;DJ>;97J;=EHO8;OED:J>7JM>?9>>7I7BH;7:O8;;D?D9BK:;:
C7A?D=?J;L;DCEH;:?<<?9KBJJEI7J?I<OJ>?I7BH;7:OFKD?I>?D=J;IJ 
->; D;M D7HHEM;: L;HI?ED E< J>; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED J;IJ M>?B;
I;;C?D=BO9B;7H7D:I?CFB;JE;NFB7?D>7I8;;D:?<<?9KBJJE7FFBO?D
FH79J?9; "DIEC;7H;7IJ>;J;IJFHEL?:;I9B;7H<EH;9BEIKH;E<7<?D:
?D= E< IJ7J; 79J?ED ED FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED =HEKD:I FH?L7J; I9>EEBI 7J
JEHD;OI IE9?7BC;:?7M;8I?J;I 7D:<EIJ;HF7H;DJI<EH;N7CFB;

 +;D:;BB 7A;H L  $E>D  . ,     GKEJ?D= #79AIED L  &;JHE  :?IED
E . ,   

%117H7A H;P?A<>-DEJ;7J  

%11C?I?L &;B?9A'E     . , ?IJ %1", 7J  ,  
&7O DEJ?D=J>7JT4K5D:;HJ>?IVFK8B?9<KD9J?EDWJ;IJ9EKHJI>7L;8;;DH;
BK9J7DJJE;NF7D:J>;DKC8;H79J?L?J?;IJ>7J<7BBM?J>?DJ>;FKHL?;ME<Q U7D:
9EBB;9J?D=97I;I 

%1113" ! L (7AB7D:,9> <EHJ>;HJI ,KFF :'  7B 
 T"J?I7BIEKDB?A;BOJ>7JFB7?DJ?<<C7O7H=K;J>7J4:;<;D:7DJFH?L7J;I9>EEB5?I
7IJ7J;79JEHKD:;HJ>;VFK8B?9<KD9J?EDWJ;IJ7IJ>;'?DJ>?H9K?J>7I;NFB7?D;:J>7J
J>;VFHEL?I?EDE<;:K97J?ED7BI;HL?9;I?IDEJ7<KD9J?EDJ>7J?IJH7:?J?ED7BBO7D:;N
9BKI?L;BO J>; FH;HE=7J?L; E< J>; ,J7J; WU 7MA?DI L  ?ED:? :K9  JH    
,KFF : ,  ' 2  T45EKHJI>7L;9EDI?IJ;DJBO>;B:J>7JV;:K97
J?ED?IDEJ9EDI?:;H;:JE8;;N9BKI?L;BOJ>;FH;HE=7J?L;E<J>;,J7J; WU 

 %11 ,KH?D7 L  ,EKJ> +?L;H :  E< :K9  'E    %0   . ,  ?IJ 
%1",7J ' # &7H   T4-5>;,KFH;C;EKHJ>7I8;;D9B;7H
J>7J7B7MO;HH;FH;I;DJ?D=79B?;DJ?IDEJ8OL?HJK;E<8;?D=7DE<<?9;HE<J>;9EKHJ7
IJ7J; 79JEH KD:;H 9EBEH E< IJ7J; B7M M?J>?D J>; C;7D?D= E< Q  WU 9?J?D= )EBA
JOL E:IED. ,   R    

 %11 13 ;>H;D879> L  3;B:?D 'E   /    . ,  ?IJ  %1",
7J  ' 2 K=  T4-5>;H7D=;E<79J?L?J?;I?DM>?9>FH?L7J;
79JEHI >7L; 8;;D >;B: JE 8; F;H<EHC?D= FK8B?9 <KD9J?EDI ?I L;HO B?C?J;:  "D:;;:
9EKHJI?DJ>?I?IJH?9J>7L;:;J;HC?D;:J>7JVJ>;"DJ;HD;J?I8ODEIJH;J9>E<J>;?C
7=?D7J?ED7JH7:?J?ED7B7D:;N9BKI?L;FK8B?9<KD9J?ED WU 

%1113"IC7?BL JO E<(H7D=; FFWN  J>?H  %;I>
AEL ,;HL?I : :?H  +7O8KHD1D>18+7O8KHDL !E=K;
  :    J>?H  &?B8KHD8O&?B8KHDL DD;HKD:;BJO 
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>7L;8;;DEL;HM>;BC?D=BO>;B:JE;BK:;J>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJ "D
EJ>;H 7H;7I >EM;L;H 7FFBO?D= J>; J;IJ 8;9EC;I CEH; 9ECFB?97J;: 
->; FHEL?I?ED E< I;HL?9;I JE FH?IED;HI >7I FHE:K9;: 7 F7J9>MEHA
GK?BJM?J>9;HJ7?DI;HL?9;I9EDI?:;H;:JE9EDIJ?JKJ;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDI
M>?B;EJ>;HI7H;J>EK=>JJE<7BBI>EHJ ->;9ED:K9JE<FEB?J?97BF7H
J?;I>7I7BIEFHE:K9;:C?N;:H;IKBJIM?J>79J?EDIB?A;J>;9ED:K9J?D=
E<;B;9J?EDI9EDIJ?JKJ?D=IJ7J;79J?EDM>?B;EJ>;H79J?EDIIK9>7I?D
J;HD7B :?I9?FB?D7HO C;7IKH;I 7H; 9EDI?:;H;: 9ECFB;J;BO FH?L7J; 
)EIJ 9EDL?9J?ED IKF;HL?I?ED 7::?J?ED7BBO FH;I;DJI 7 9ECFB?97J;: 7H;
D7<EH;N7CFB;J>;CED?JEH?D=E<I;NE<<;D:;HI8KJDEJJ>;FHEL?
I?ED E< JH7DI?J?ED7B >EKI?D= JE F7HEB;;I >7I 8;;D B78;B;: IJ7J; 79
J?EDKD:;HJ>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJ 
->; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED J;IJ ?D?J?7BBO 7FF;7H;: JE 8; 7 FEM;H<KB
JEEBJE>EB:FH?L7J;79JEHI7D:J>;=EL;HDC;DJIJ>7J;D78B;:EH:;B;
=7J;: H;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I JE J>;C 799EKDJ78B; JE 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L7BK;I
7D: <EH J>;?H EMD 79J?EDI   !EM;L;H ?JI ;NJH;C; D7HHEM?D= 8O J>;
EKHJS7BED= M?J> J>; IK8I;GK;DJ H;BK9J7D9; E< BEM;H 9EKHJI JE ;N
F7D:J>;:E9JH?D;7DO<KHJ>;HS>7IIJOC?;:FB7?DJ?<<IW7JJ;CFJIJEKI;
?J7IIK9> ->;J;IJ7I?J>7I8;;D?DJ;HFH;J;:<7?BIJE<KBBOI;HL;;?J>;H
7IF;9JE<799EKDJ78?B?JO7D:<7?BIJE<KBBO97FJKH;J>;DEJ?EDE<,J7J;
H;IFEDI?8?B?JOIE<KD:7C;DJ7BJEJ>;:E9JH?D; OB?C?J?D=J>;J;IJJE
EDBO JH7:?J?ED7BBO ;N9BKI?L; =EL;HDC;DJ7B FH;HE=7J?L;I J>; ,J7J; ?I
<H;;JE7D:?I?D<79J?D9;DJ?L?P;:JE:;B;=7J;7I?JM?I>;ISEH7B
BEM <EH FH?L7J; =HEMJ> ?D 7DO 7H;7 ?J :;I?H;ISEKJI?:; E< J>; J;IJWI
D7HHEM8EKD:I7BBEM?D=?JJE79JM?J>EKJ9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B9EDI;GK;D9; 
D:J>;FH?L7J;8;D;<?9?7H?;IE<J>;,J7J;WI:;B;=7J?EDEH?D79J?ED7H;
F;HC?JJ;: JE ;I97F; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B 9EDIJH7?DJI 7I M;BB   ->KI 7I ?J
IJ7D:I J>; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED J;IJ ?I 7 M;7A C;9>7D?IC <EH ;D<EH9?D=
799EKDJ78?B?JO 



;FWJ,E9 ,;HLI   :J>?H  HEMDL !7J9> ,KFF 
:  R   &?9>  9EBB;9J?D=97I;I 

%115:2>-,;9J?ED"""  

%115:2>-,;9J?ED"""  

%11#ED;IL JO E<,K<<EBA  ,KFF :  ' 2  T4-5>;
CED?JEH?D=E<H;=?IJ;H;:I;NE<<;D:;HI?I7D?D>;H;DJBOFK8B?9<KD9J?ED U 

%11#7DDOL  7C;P'E   9L  ,$ . , ?IJ %1", 7J
    EBE  ,;FJ      T4-5>; FHEL?I?ED E< JH7DI?J?ED7B >EKI?D= ?I DEJ 7
<KD9J?EDJH7:?J?ED7BBOFHEL?:;:8OJ>;IJ7J; U 
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%@-@1;1>/5;: ;9<A8?5;:

->; IJ7J; 9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?ED J;IJ IJ;CI <HEC J>; EKHJWI
H;7IED?D= ?D "1@1>?;: B 5@E ;2 >11:B5881 M>;H;?D J>; EKHJ
<EKD: IJ7J; 79J?ED M>;H; 7 FH?L7J; H;IJ7KH7DJ <EBBEM?D= 7 9?JO EH:?
D7D9; C7D:7J?D= H79; I;F7H7J?ED H;<KI;: I;HL?9; JE <H?97D
C;H?97D 9KIJEC;HI   ->; EKHJ IJ7J;: J>7J T4M5>;D J>; ,J7J; >7I
9ECC7D:;:7F7HJ?9KB7HH;IKBJ?J>7II7L;:JE?JI;B<J>;FEM;HJE:;
J;HC?D;J>7JH;IKBJ7D:J>;H;8OVJE7I?=D?<?97DJ;NJ;DJW>7IV8;9EC;
?DLEBL;:W ?D ?J 7D: ?D <79J >7I H;CEL;: J>7J :;9?I?ED <HEC J>;
IF>;H;E<FH?L7J;9>E?9; U->;:E9JH?D;M7IB7J;H;NFEKD:;:KFED
8O J>; EKHJ ?D ;9.->0 B ;A5?5-:-  7D: 8A9 B +->1@?7E    "D
;II;D9; J>; 9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?ED J;IJ T9EDI?:;HI M>;J>;H J>; 9E;H
9?L;?D<BK;D9;EHVI?=D?<?97DJ;D9EKH7=;C;DJWE<J>;,J7J;;<<;9J?L;BO
9EDL;HJI7FH?L7J;79J?ED?DJE7=EL;HDC;DJ79J?ED U
->?I J;IJ B?A; J>; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED J;IJ 7FF;7HI JE 7BBEM <EH
8HE7:B?78?B?JOE<FH?L7J;79JEHI8KJEL;H7BB?J>7IDEJ8;;D?DJ;HFH;J
;:JE:EIE &EIJ9EKHJIH;GK?H;J>7JJ>;,J7J;?D<79JC7D:7J;9EC
F;BEHI?=D?<?97DJBO9E;H9;J>;79JEHJEF;H<EHCJ>;IF;9?<?979J?ED?D
GK;IJ?ED M?J> =;D;H7B?P;: 7BB;=7J?EDI E< 9EDJHEB KD9EDD;9J;: JE J>;
9>7BB;D=;:79J?DIK<<?9?;DJJE?D9KHIJ7J;79J?ED ->;I7C;?IJHK;E<

  . ,     ?11 -8?; ,KJJED L  )HEL?:;D9; ,J  #EI;F> &;:  JH  
 :J>?H  T->;EKHJ<?HIJ7FFB?;:J>;49ECFKBI?ED57D7BOI?I?D
"1@1>?;:B5@E;2>11:B5881    U 

"1@1>?;:. , 7J  

07J 

. ,  <?D:?D=IJ7J;79J?EDM>;H;FB7?DJ?<<IM;H;9EDL?9J;:E<
L?EB7J?D=7%EK?I?7D7IJ7JKJ;J>7J9H?C?D7B?P;::;9B?D?D=JEL797J;7FB79;E<8KI?
D;II7<J;H8;?D=EH:;H;:JE:EIE 

  . ,     R   <?D:?D= DE IJ7J; 79J?ED M>;H; FH?L7J; DKHI?D=
>EC;I 7BB;=;:BO JH7DI<;HH;: :?I9>7H=;: &;:?97?: F7J?;DJI M?J>EKJ FHEL?:?D= DE
J?9; EFFEHJKD?JO<EH>;7H?D= 

$?HJB;OL +7?D;O :  J>?H  9?J?D=%A@@;:  :7J
  

%1113;BB7COL ?HIJB7II&=CJ %%'E   9L  J& & 
. , ?IJ %1", 7J&  B7 K=  T->;9ECFKBI?EDJ>;EHO
7FFB?;IM>;DJ>;4,5J7J;9ECC7D:IEH9ECF;BI79;HJ7?D79J U7MA?DIL ?ED:?
:K9  JH     ,KFF  :    ,  ' 2    T4-5>; IJ7J;WI H;=KB7J?ED
CKIJ79JK7BBOV;L?:;D9;=EL;HDC;DJ7B9E;H9?EDEH;D9EKH7=;C;DJWEL;HJ>;F7HJ?9K
B7H79J?L?JOJ>7J7BB;=;:BO97KI;:J>;9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B?D@KHO U#E>DIEDL ;?D'E 
 /    . ,  ?IJ  %1",    7J   '  ' 2  &7H    
T4)5B7?DJ?<<9ECFB7?DI78EKJJ>;C;:?97BJH;7JC;DJJ>7JH ;?DFHEL?:;:JE>?C7J
JMEC;:?97B7FFE?DJC;DJI ;OED:FB7?DJ?<<WI9ED9BKIEHO7II;HJ?EDJ>7J>;>7II7J
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=H7DJIE<7KJ>EH?JOJ>7J7H;F;HC?II?L;?DD7JKH;H7J>;HJ>7DC7D:7JE
HOJ>;O97DDEJ8OJ>;CI;BL;IJH7DI<EHCFH?L7J;79J?ED?DJEIJ7J;79
J?ED ,J7J;H;=KB7J?EDE<7FH?L7J;;DJ?JO7BED;;L;D?<;NJ;DI?L;?I
7BIE =;D;H7BBO DEJ ;DEK=> JE I7J?I<O J>; 9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?ED J;IJ 
';?J>;H ?I ,J7J; <KD:?D= E< J>; FH?L7J; ;DJ?JO ;L;D ?< IK9> <KD:?D=
C7A;IKF7DEL;HM>;BC?D=FEHJ?EDE<J>;;DJ?JOWIEF;H7J?D=8K:=;J 
)B7?DJ?<<IW 7JJ;CFJI JE C7A; KI; E< J>; J;IJ 7H; <H;GK;DJBO :;D?;: 8O
9EKHJI JE J>; FE?DJ M>;H; >7H:BO 7DO 9EKHJI EL;H J>; B7IJ <;M O;7HI
<EKD:J>;J;IJJE>7L;8;;DI7J?I<?;:?DJ>;97I;I8;<EH;J>;C 
IM?J>J>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJJ>;9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?EDJ;IJ
7I ?DJ;HFH;J;: EDBO D7HHEMBO 9ED9;?L;I E< ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO 7D:

?I<?;:J>;9ECFKBI?EDJ;IJ8;97KI;H ;?DM7IVI?=D?<?97DJ4BO5;D9EKH7=;:WJ>;H;
?II?CFBODE;L?:;D9;J>7JJ>;C;:?97BJH;7JC;DJH;D:;H;:8OH ;?DM7I7DOJ>?D=
EJ>;HJ>7DJ>;FHE:K9JE<>?IF;HIED7BC;:?97B@K:=C;DJ    U 

%1113EHJEBEJJ?L  H79;FE?DJ'E   9L  -  . , ?IJ %1",
  7J &  B7 K=  T4-5>;&7H9>C7D9J:E;IDEJH;GK?H;
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The nexus test, being so vague and undefined, has the potential to be read incredibly broadly and bring about increased liability
for private actors, and thus increase accountability on all sides.
However, as with all the other tests, it has not been so interpreted,
with courts preferring an increasingly constricted inquiry and a nar
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row view of responsibility that leaves every case bound to its facts
and essentially useless as precedent.70 The Court’s focus in the nexus
test on “fairness” is certainly laudable, in the sense that fairness is an
inherent good. But by doing so without maintaining a simultaneous
focus on increasing accountability and promoting constitutional values, the Court has skewed the test away from fundamental questions
of responsibility, skewing it heavily in favor of not finding state action despite the perverse incentives created by doing so. The nexus
test therefore provides an opportunity to increase accountability, but
also an opportunity to shy away from it—and courts have chosen the
latter path.
5B

;5:@/@5;:

The joint action test—sometimes folded into the symbiotic relationship/nexus test,71 and sometimes treated separately72—stems
from the Court’s decision in Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority,73 in which a restaurant located within a state-run parking garage,
meant for public use (which the court considered an “essential government function”), was found to be a state actor.74 The Court declared that:
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The test, similar in content to the nexus test, asks “whether ‘the
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[S]tate has so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence
with the private entity that it must be recognized as a joint participant
in the challenged activity. This occurs when the [S]tate knowingly
accepts the benefits derived from unconstitutional behavior.’”76 Joint
action may be proven by showing that a conspiracy between the private and State actors existed, or that the private and State actors willfully worked together in performing the challenged action.77 Like
with the coercion/compulsion test, if the ultimate decision that is being challenged was left to the private actor’s discretion, any claim of
joint action fails.78 As with all of the described tests, funding alone is
not enough to establish joint action.79 And even if the State has demonstrably significant influence over a private actor, and can be
shown to have worked in concert with that actor, plaintiffs must again
show that the partnership directly affected the challenged action.80
The same issues that arise for the compulsion/coercion and
symbiotic relationship/nexus tests in regard to accountability exist for
the joint action test. As with the other tests, satisfying the joint action
test is incredibly difficult for plaintiffs, with few succeeding in recent
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years.81 Exceptions to this general rule appear to occur only where
plaintiffs can demonstrate that the private actor relied upon the State
actor such that the challenged action definitely could not or would
not have happened without the State’s direct involvement.82 And
once again, because the joint action must be directly related to the act
in question, the State is allowed to act in concert with, and wield significant influence over, private entities generally—which ostensibly
cannot help but affect the decisions made by the private actor, even if
a direct link to a specific decision is difficult to prove—without either
party incurring liability. Thus, while the joint action test is an obviously necessary component of any functional state action doctrine
(otherwise the State could directly work together with private entities
with impunity), it—along with the rest of the doctrine—does not do
much to increase overall accountability, predominantly due, once
again, to a limited view of State responsibility.
,,('!0'+*+$0&##/0/
Beyond confusion about what exactly the content of the various tests is, and even how many tests there are and what they are
called, lower courts consistently differ in their applications of the
tests. This has occurred in two separate manners: first, courts have
divided into those that apply the enumerated tests as exclusive methods by which to hold private actors accountable under the state action
doctrine, and those that acknowledge and use the tests as guidelines,
but state that the inquiry is a flexible one not delimited by only that
reasoning which has previously been enunciated.83 Second, the doc
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trine has produced numerous circuit splits wherein courts approach
similar factual situations with widely varying results. These variations indicate at the very least that clearer guidance from the Supreme
Court is needed, if not a complete overhaul of the doctrine.
5

&1?@?-?A50185:1?B?%@>5/@:A91>-@5;:?

Use of the aforementioned tests for state action is present and
significant across all the circuits, even if the content and labeling of
those tests vary. However, not all of the circuits approach the tests in
the same way, leading them to function as quite distinct mechanisms
in different circuits. Some courts plainly state that, or act as if, the
tests are only rough guidelines, meant to demonstrate where state action could be found but not to close off other avenues.84 Other courts
explicitly view the tests as exclusive, meaning that if the certain factual situation before the court does not match up with one of the
enumerated tests, then no state action will be found.85 Still other
courts do not say in so many words that they view the tests as exclusive, and sometimes even say that they are not, but treat them as such
by only examining whether the facts before them align with the tests,
instead of looking more broadly at whether the actions in question are
fairly attributable to the State.86
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Either of the last two approaches turns the tests into a weapon
against any broad reading of state action—and any meaningful attempt at holding wrongdoers constitutionally accountable.87 These
approaches prevent the state action inquiry from evolving in the face
of new relationship structures between the government and private
entities. They confine each instance in which the Supreme Court has
found state action strictly to their facts, setting an impossibly high bar
for future findings of state action and ignoring the overall thrust behind each of those decisions. The Court’s language in its state action
cases indicates that these courts have the wrong approach: the Court
has explicitly stated that determining state action is a “necessarily
fact-bound inquiry,”88 and that “[o]nly by sifting facts and weighing
circumstances can the nonobvious involvement of the State in private
conduct be attributed its true significance,”89 which would seem to
dictate that flexibility is favored over exclusive tests.90
Thus, the tests are not meant to be talismans of state action,
but rather tools to examine whether the degree of state involvement is
high enough to transform private activity into state activity. But
courts frequently treat the tests as the be-all and end-all of state action, without looking deeper, unnecessarily limiting the inquiry. For
example, in Holden v. East Hampton Town,91 a district court operating under the assumption that there are only three exclusive tests for
state action92 held that Section 8 housing projects run by private enti
J?EDI7H;V<7?HBO7JJH?8KJ78B;JEJ>;IJ7J;WJ>;,?NJ>?H9K?J>7I7FFB?;:J>H;;J;IJI   
FB7?DJ?<<D;;:EDBOI7J?I<OED;E<J>;J;IJIJEFHE9;;:M?J>>?I9B7?C U7>EEL 
,,"DIJ "D9  ,KFF :R  &?9>   
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ties are not state actors.93 O <E9KI?D= EDBO ED M>;J>;H J>; FH?L7J;
;DJ?J?;I >7: 7 IOC8?EJ?9 H;B7J?EDI>?F M?J> J>; ,J7J; EH 79J;: @E?DJBO
M?J>BE97BE<<?9?7BI7D:M>;J>;HJ>;FHEL?I?EDE<IK9>>EKI?D=9EDIJ?
JKJ;I7FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ>;9EKHJ9ECFB;J;BO?=DEH;:J>;GK;IJ?EDE<
M>;J>;HJ>;IF;9?<?9H;7B?J?;IE<J>;>EKI?D=FHE@;9JIWH;=KB7J?ED7D:
EL;HI?=>J8OJ>;,J7J;=7L;J>;,J7J;9E;H9?L;FEM;HEL;HJ>;CIK9>
J>7J 7 <?D:?D= E< ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JOS7D: J>KI IJ7J; 79J?EDSMEKB:
8;@KIJ?<?;: ->;:?IJH?9J9EKHJ?D;1B-?1)1?@1>:$1?1>B1':5
B1>?5@E7D:EJ>;HI?DB?A;97I;I<E9KI;:IE?DJ;DI;BOEDM>;J>;H
KD?L;HI?J?;I >EB:?D= -?JB; "1 FHE9;;:?D=I <?J ?DJE J>; TJ>H;; J;IJIU
KI;: JE :;J;HC?D; IJ7J; 79J?EDSFK8B?9 <KD9J?ED 9ECFKBI?ED 7D:
D;NKISJ>7J ?J <7?B;: JE J>EHEK=>BO 7D: ?D:;F;D:;DJBO 7D7BOP;
M>;J>;HJ>;FH;IIKH;B;L?;:KFEDI9>EEBI8OJ>;;F7HJC;DJE<:K
97J?ED JE KI; F7HJ?9KB7H FHE9;:KH;I 7D: C7A; F7HJ?9KB7H :;9?I?EDI
97KI;: J>; I9>EEB JE 79J 7I ?J :?: FEJ;DJ?7BBO ?CFB?97J?D= ,J7J; H;
IFEDI?8?B?JO;L;D?<J>;H;M7IDE:?H;9J?DJ;H79J?ED8;JM;;DJ>;,J7J;
7D:J>;I9>EEB?DJ>7JF7HJ?9KB7H97I; ,JH?9JKI;E<J>;J;IJIFH;L;DJI
9EKHJI<HEC8HE7:BOL?;M?D=,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOJEJ>;:;JH?C;DJE<
799EKDJ78?B?JO 
"<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;?I;L;H=E?D=JE8;JH7DI<EHC;:?DJE
7 MEHA78B; <H7C;MEHA J>; D7JKH; 7D: <KD9J?ED E< J>; 9KHH;DJBO 7F
FB?;: J;IJI CKIJ 8; 9B7H?<?;:   D: ?< ?J ?I ;L;H JE 8; CEB:;: ?DJE 7
:E9JH?D;J>7JFHEF;HBO;DIKH;I799EKDJ78?B?JO7D:J>;KF>EB:?D=E<EKH
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L7BK;I ?J 97DDEJ 8; 9ED<?D;: IEB;BO JE J>; 9KHH;DJBO
;DKC;H7J;:J;IJI 
55
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FHE8B;C 7D: J>; <H;GK;D9O M?J> M>?9> KD9B;7H =K?:7D9; <HEC J>;
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J>;9?H9K?JI?IJ>7JE<C?=H7DJ<7HCMEHA;H97CFIBE97J;:KFEDFH?L7J;
FHEF;HJO 7D: J>; ?HIJ C;D:C;DJ H?=>JI E< J>; H;I?:;DJI E< J>EI;
97CFI ,;L;H7B9EKHJI>7L;>;B:J>7JJ>;I;H;I?:;DJI7H;FHEJ;9J;:8O
J>; ?HIJ C;D:C;DJ <HEC 9;DIEHI>?F 8O J>; FHEF;HJO EMD;H 
->;I; 9EKHJI >7L; 7FF7H;DJBO 87I;: J>;?H :;9?I?EDI ED J>; ,KFH;C;
EKHJWI H;7IED?D= 5: ->?4 B 8-.-9- ?D M>?9> J>; EKHJ >;B:
J>7J79ECF7DOJEMDM7I7IJ7J;79JEHIK8@;9JJE?HIJC;D:C;DJH;
IJH?9J?EDI 7D:9-83-9-@10;;09<8;E11?':5;:B;3-:(-8
81E "8-F-  ?D M>?9> J>; EKHJ >;B: TJ>7J 7 I>EFF?D= 9;DJ;H 9EKB:
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IJEH; 8;97KI; 7 I>EFF?D= 9;DJ;H ?I VJ>; <KD9J?ED7B ;GK?L7B;DJ E< J>;
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L7HO?D= H;7IEDI   EH ;N7CFB; J>; ,;L;DJ> ?H9K?J >;B: 7I IK9>
8;97KI; ?D J>;?H L?;M C?=H7DJ <7HC 97CFI 7H; TDEJ VJ>; <KD9J?ED7B
;GK?L7B;DJWE<79ECF7DOJEMD U ->?IH;7IED?D=M7I87I;:EDJ>;
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?DJ>;EKHJT>;B:J>7J7I>EFF?D=C7BB9EKB:FHE>?8?JEFFED;DJIE<
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->KI IEC; 9?H9K?JI =H7DJ H;I?:;DJI E< C?=H7DJ <7HC 97CFI 7
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B H;C;:O 7=7?DIJ ?DL7I?EDI E< J>;?H <H;; IF;;9> H?=>JI
7D: IEC; :E DEJ   ,EC; C?=H7DJ <7HCMEHA;HI J>;D >7L; 7 <?HC
C;7DI E< >EB:?D= FH?L7J; F7HJ?;I 799EKDJ78B; M>;D J>;O 8B7J7DJBO
9EDJH7:?9JJ>;<H;;IF;;9>L7BK;IE<J>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED7D:IEC;>7L;
DE EH B;II;H C;7DI E< ;D<EH9?D= J>EI; <KD:7C;DJ7B DEHCI   ->;
9EKHJI?DIE:?L;H=?D=EDIK9>7L?J7B?IIK;>7L;7BB8;B?;L;:EH7J
B;7IJIJ7J;:J>7JJ>;O7H;<EBBEM?D=,KFH;C;EKHJFH;9;:;DJ 
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DEJ>;HGK;IJ?EDJ>7J>7IJHEK8B;:7D::?L?:;:BEM;H9EKHJI?I
M>;J>;HFH?L7J;F>OI?9?7DIM>E:EDEJ>7L;9EDJH79JIM?J>,J7J; HKD
@7?BI EH FH?IEDI 8KJ M>E FHEL?:; C;:?97B I;HL?9;I JE J>; ?DC7J;I ?D
ED;<EHCEH7DEJ>;HI>EKB:8;B78;B;:IJ7J;79JEHI7D:8;IK8@;9JJE
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B 9B7?CI   "D )1?@ B @75:?  J>; ,KFH;C; EKHJ >;B:
J>7J T475 F>OI?9?7D M>E ?I A:01> /;:@>-/@ M?J> J>; ,J7J; JE FHEL?:;
C;:?97B I;HL?9;I JE ?DC7J;I 7J 7 IJ7J; FH?IED >EIF?J7B ED 7 F7HJ J?C;
87I?I 79JI VKD:;H 9EBEH E< IJ7J; B7MW M?J>?D J>; C;7D?D= E< Q 
M>;D>;JH;7JI7D?DC7J; U "DJ>;M7A;E<)1?@BEM;H9EKHJIIFB?J
?DH;=7H:JE:E9JEHIDEJKD:;H9EDJH79J ,EC;9EKHJI>;B:J>7JIK9>
:E9JEHI 9EKB: IJ?BB 8; 9EDI?:;H;: IJ7J; 79JEHI <?D:?D= <EH ;N7CFB;
J>7JJ>;,J7J;>7:T:;B;=7J;4:5?JI9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B:KJ?;IJEJ>;FHE<;I
I?ED7B @K:=C;DJ E< EJ>;HIU 7D: J>7J TVJ>; FHEL?I?ED E< C;:?97B I;H
L?9;I JE FH?IED ?DC7J;I ?I JH7:?J?ED7BBO J>; ;N9BKI?L; FH;HE=7J?L; E<
J>; 4,5J7J; WU   (J>;H 9EKHJI >;B: J>; EFFEI?J; <?D:?D= J>7J 7 TFH?
L7J;F>OI?9?7DJH;7J?D=7D?DC7J;7J7FH?L7J;<79?B?JOKJ?B?P?D=>?I?D
:;F;D:;DJC;:?97B@K:=C;DJ?IDEJ7DIM;H78B;JEJ>;4,5J7J;7D::E;I
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"D;II;D9;9EKHJI<?D:?D=IJ7J;79J?ED?DJ>;I;I?JK7J?EDII;;C
JEH;BOEDJ>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJ M>?9>:E;IDEJ7FF7H;DJBOJ7A;
?DJE 799EKDJ F;HC?II?L;D;II EH :?H;9J IJ7J; ?DLEBL;C;DJ ?D J>; 9>7B
B;D=;: 79J?ED M>?B; 9EKHJI J>7J <?D: DE IJ7J; 79J?ED <E9KI ?D ED J>;
78?B?JOE<J>;FH?L7J;79JEHJEC7A;J>;?HEMD:;9?I?ED<H;;<HECEL;H
8;7H?D= FH;IIKH; E< J>; ,J7J; IEC;J>?D= CEH; 7A?D JE J>; D;NKI EH
@E?DJ 79J?ED J;IJI M>?B; ;<<;9J?L;BO ?=DEH?D= J>; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED 7H
=KC;DJ ->?IB?D;E<97I;I:;CEDIJH7J;IJ>7J;L;DJ>EK=>J>;IJ7J;
79J?ED?DGK?HO?IC;7DJJE8;<79J 8EKD: J>;:E9JH?D;?IL7=K;7D:
F;HC?II?L; ;DEK=> J>7J ;L;D ?D D;7H ?:;DJ?97B <79JK7B I?JK7J?EDI
9EKHJI 97D H;79> :?<<;H;DJ EKJ9EC;I C;H;BO 8O H;BO?D= ED ED; J;IJ
M>?B;?=DEH?D=J>;FEII?8B;7FFB?97J?EDE<EJ>;HI ?HC;H9B;7H;H7D:
CEH;;NFB?9?J=K?:?D=FH?D9?FB;I7D:<79JEHI9EKB:>;BFFH;L;DJJ>;I;
9EDJH7:?9JEHOEKJ9EC;I 


)H?L7J;BO +KD)H?IEDI
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E<MHED=:E;HISJ>EK=>IEC;J?C;I:;B;=7J;:JEFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IS?I7
<KD:7C;DJ7BBO =EL;HDC;DJ7B <KD9J?EDU 7D: J>KI FH?L7J;BO HKD FH?I
EDI 7D: J>;?H ;CFBEO;;I 7H; IK8@;9J JE J>; I7C; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B H;
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7H;DEJIJ7J;79JEHI ->;EKHJ>?H9K?J?D;88EB%/;@@ 9B;7HBO
B7?:EKJJ>?IF;HIF;9J?L; ->;9EKHJ<EKD:J>7J7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOKD:;H
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IJ7D: M>O J>EI; M>E IK<<;H IK9> L?EB7J?EDI 7J J>; >7D:I E< 7 ,J7J;

 A85-:   7B  +FJH  : 7J   ?11 -8?; ;>@;8;@@5   . ,  ?IJ  %1",
  7JR 

 %11 13 A85-:   7B  +FJH  : 7J   ;>@;8;@@5   . ,  ?IJ  %1",
  7JR 

 ;<<;8-   . ,  ?IJ  %1",  7J  T4-5>;H; ?I H;7IED JE GK;IJ?ED
$;?1:.1>3K? 9ED9BKI?ED J>7J J>; &!% C;H;BO 9E:?<?;: 7 FH;HE=7J?L; J>7J FH?L7J;
79JEHIJH7:?J?ED7BBOI>7H;:M?J>J>;,J7J;KD:;H9ECCEDB7M U 

-/7?;: . , ?IJ %1", 7JR 

 %11 13 50 7J R A85-:   7B  +FJH  : 7J R ;>@;8;@@5  
. , ?IJ %1",   7J ;<<;8- . , ?IJ %1",7J R
R EKHJI799;FJJ>;FEII?8?B?JOJ>7JIJ7J;79J?EDC7O8;<EKD:M>;H;J>;
,J7J;?II?=D?<?97DJBO?DLEBL;:?DJ>;FHE9;IIE<J>;?DLEBKDJ7HO9ECC?JC;DJIK9>
7I M>;H; J>; 9ECC?JC;DJ CKIJ 8; EH ?D <79J M7I ?D?J?7J;: 8O J>; ,J7J; ?11 13
&   L  ?JO E< 0;IJ9>;IJ;H 'E   /     . ,  ?IJ  %1",  7J
 ,  ' 2 &7H  8KJJ>?I7H=KC;DJ?IH7H;BO?DLEA;:IK99;II<KBBO?11
13 A85-:   7B  +FJH  : 7J  R ;>@;8;@@5   . ,  ?IJ  %1",
   7J R  ;<<;8-   . ,  ?IJ  %1",  7J  R -/7?;:
 . , ?IJ %1", 7JR%-C-.5:5 . , ?IJ %1", 
7J R 3>K7D=L ;DL?;'E     "- . , ?IJ %1",  7J
  &7II 'EL   

%1131:1>-88E,J;F>;D# &EHI;">121>1:/12;>5.1>@E&41-?13-5:?@:
B;8A:@->E;995@91:@;2@411:@-88E5?;>01>10 %" % +/   
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>EIF?J7BEH,J7J;;CFBEO;;>7L;79EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BH;C;:O7L7?B78B;JE
J>;C8KJJ>EI;M>EIK<<;HJ>;C7JJ>;>7D:IE<7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOM?J>
M>EC J>; ,J7J; >7I FB79;: J>; 7KJ>EH?JO JE ?DLEBKDJ7H?BO 9ECC?J ?D
J>; <?HIJ FB79; :E DEJ >7L; 799;II JE IK9> 7 H;C;:O   "D 8EJ> I?JK7
J?EDI 7 :?H;9J 8KJ <EH 97KI; E< J>; 9ECC?JC;DJS7D: J>KI 7DO 7J
J;D:7DJ L?EB7J?EDIS?I J>; ,J7J;   ->; 9>7BB;D=;: 9ECC?JC;DJI EH
JH;7JC;DJ:KH?D=J>EI;9ECC?JC;DJIMEKB:DEJ8;FEII?8B;M?J>EKJ
J>;,J7J;WI7KJ>EH?P7J?EDH;=7H:B;IIE<M>;J>;HJ>;FEM;HJE9ECC?J
>7I BED= 8;;D I>7H;: 7D: M>;J>;H J>; >EIF?J7BWI <?D7B 9>E?9; JE
9ECC?JM7I?DJ>;;D:EFJ?ED7B ->;,J7J;>7I-88;C10J>?IFEM;H
JE 8; I>7H;: J>; 7KJ>EH?JO E< J>; ,J7J; 9H;7J;: J>; 7KJ>EH?JO E< J>;
FH?L7J;>EIF?J7BJEC7A;?JI9>E?9; ->7JIK9>7KJ>EH?JO97D8;:;B;
=7J;:S?D IEC; 97I;I ;DJ?H;BO SM?J>EKJ IK8I;GK;DJ :;B;=7J?ED E<
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO:;<?;IBE=?97D::;<?;IJ>;,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO
9ED9;FJ7JJ>;:E9JH?D;WI9EH; KHJ>;H?J:7C7=;I8EJ>EKH78?B?JOJE
C7?DJ7?D 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L7BK;I 7D: J>; ?D9;DJ?L;I E< J>; ,J7J; JE ;D
IKH;J>7JIK9>C7?DJ;D7D9;E99KHI 
'!#*/'*%#/0'*%
0>?B;B?9;DI?D=7D:J;IJ?D=9ECF7D?;I>7L;DEJ8;;DIK8@;9J
JE7ICK9>H;9;DJIJ7J;79J?EDB?J?=7J?ED7IJ>;FH;L?EKI97J;=EH?;IJ>;
:E9JH?D; IKHHEKD:?D= J>;C B;7L;I CK9> JE 8; :;I?H;:   "D =;D;H7B
9EKHJI>7L;>;B:J>7JFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJ>7J7:C?D?IJ;HFHE<;II?ED7B7D:
E99KF7J?ED7BJ;IJI7H;DEJIJ7J;79JEHIT;L;DM>;H;J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO
9H;7J;I 7D: 7:C?D?IJ;HI 7D ;N7C?D7J?ED J>7J ?I H;GK?H;: <EH IJ7J; B?
9;DIKH; U   EKHJI >7L; IJ7J;: J>7J IK9> 9ECF7D?;I <7?B J>; FK8B?9

%11#79AIEDL 7H:;D'E  ?L   . , ?IJ %1", 7JR
,  ' 2 #7D   

ENL "DJWBED< E<KD;H7B,;HL N7C?D?D=:I  ,KFF :
,  ' 2   ?11 -8?; &7JJ;? L  "DJWB ED<  E< KD;H7B ,;HL  N7C?D?D= :I
'E   /  . , ?IJ %1",  7J0  -;N ,;FJ   
T4<5;:;H7B9EKHJI>7L;9EDI?IJ;DJBO>;B:J>7JFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;I7:C?D?IJ;H?D=;N7C?
D7J?EDIH;B?;:KFED8OJ>;,J7J;:EDEJGK7B?<O   7IIJ7J;79JEHI<EHFKHFEI;IE<4Q5
9B7?CI UE==?L &;: +;L?;M99H;:?J?D=EKD9?B  FFWN 
 :?H  ,7D@K7DL C : E<)IO9>?7JHO';KHEBE=O"D9  :
 J>?H  %7D=IJEDL -  : R J>?H  
#E>DIED L  :K9  -;IJ?D= ,;HL    :   R  IJ ?H   #7H7C?BBE L 
)HE<WBN7C?D7J?ED,;HL "D9  ,KFF :R EDD  ,?CI
L !7II;DFBK='E   /  . , ?IJ %1", 7JR&   7 
#KBO -EBB;IEDL :K9 -;IJ?D=,;HL ,KFF    R ,  
,J;M7HJL !7DDED ,KFF   R'  "BB   
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<KD9J?EDJ;IJ7ITJ>;<EHCKB7J?ED=H7:?D=7D:H;FEHJ?D=E<IJ7D:7H:
?P;: J;IJI ?I DEJ 7D ;N9BKI?L; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED U   L;D M>;H; IK9>
EH=7D?P7J?EDI 7H; ;DJ?H;BO 9ECFEI;: E< ,J7J; H;=KB7JEHO 7=;D9?;I
9EKHJI>7L;8;;DH;BK9J7DJJE<?D:IJ7J;79J?EDKD:;HJ>;D;NKIEH@E?DJ
79J?EDJ;IJI !EM;L;HM>;H;FH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IT7H;:?H;9JBO?DLEBL;:
?DJ>;B?9;DI?D=FHE9;II<EH;N7CFB;8O>7L?D=J>;FEM;HJEH;LEA;
EH?IIK;B?9;DI;IU 9EKHJI>7L;<EKD:IJ7J;79J?ED>EB:?D=IK9>79
J?L?J?;I JE 9EDIJ?JKJ; FK8B?9 <KD9J?EDI M>;H; C;H; 7:C?D?IJH7J?ED E<
J;IJ?D= <EH J>EI; B?9;DI;I ?I DEJ    ->; :?<<;H;D9; J>; H;7IED?D=
=E;I?IJ>7J
?J?IDEJ7JH7:?J?ED7B=EL;HDC;DJ<KD9J?EDJEC7A;7D
7II;IIC;DJE<7D?D:?L?:K7BWIGK7B?<?97J?EDI<EH7FHE
<;II?ED7BB?9;DI;<EH;N7CFB;8O7:C?D?IJ;H?D=7D;N
7C 7D: H;FEHJ?D= J>; H;IKBJI     KJ ED J>; EJ>;H
>7D:J>;?IIK7D9;E<7IJ7J;B?9;DI;JEFH79J?9;7FHE
<;II?EDSJ>7J?IJ>;79JE<=H7DJ?D=EHM?J>>EB:?D=J>;
B?9;DI;SFB7?DBO ?I 7 JH7:?J?ED7B =EL;HDC;DJ <KD9J?ED
;L;D?<:;B;=7J;:JE7FH?L7J;F7HJO  

0>?B; J>?I :E9JH?D; ?I DEJ ;DJ?H;BO KD;NF;9J;: ;IF;9?7BBO ?D
B?=>J E< 9EKHJIW B7I;H <E9KI ED JH7:?J?ED7B ;N9BKI?L?JO KD:;H 7 9BEI;H
7D7BOI?I 7D: M?J> J>; EL;H7H9>?D= FH?D9?FB;I E< H;IFEDI?8?B?JO 7D:
799EKDJ78?B?JO?DC?D:J>;BE=?9?IIKIF;9J "<B?9;DI?D=?JI;B<?IJ>;
FH;HE=7J?L; E< J>; ,J7J;S7D: ED; ?J 97DDEJ :;B;=7J; M?J>EKJ 7J
J;D:7DJ 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JOSJ>;D 7D 79J?L?JO J>7J ?I 7 D;9;II7HO
FH;:?97J;JEB?9;DI?D=SJ;IJ?D=SMEKB:I;;CJE8;J>;,J7J;WIFH;HE=
7J?L;7IM;BB "DEJ>;HMEH:IJ;IJ?D=?I7D?DJ;=H7BF7HJE<B?9;DI?D=
7JB;7IJM>;H;J>;,J7J;>7I7<<?HC7J?L;BOC7D:7J;:J;IJ?D=7D:J>KI
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L?EB7J?EDI ?D J>; FHE9;II E< J;IJ?D= 7H; DEJ C7D?<;IJBO
:?<<;H;DJ?DJ;HCIE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOJ>7DL?EB7J?EDI?DJ>;FHE9;II
E<B?9;DI?D= ?I9H?C?D7J?EDEDJ>;87I?IE<=;D:;H?DJ;IJ?D=<EH7B?
9;DI;8;=;JIJ>;I7C;H;IKBJ7I:?I9H?C?D7J?EDEDJ>;87I?IE<=;D:;H
?D:EB?D=EKJJ>7JB?9;DI;7D:9EDIJ?JKJ;IJ>;I7C;<KD:7C;DJ7B9ED
IJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?ED ->HEK=>7D799EKDJ78?B?JOB;DIJ>;79J?EDI97D

;D ,KFF 7J 

%1113507J 

,>KC;L );7HIED:K9 "D9   ,KFF :       

%1150 EB:;D+KB;%?<;"DI E L &7J>?7I '  :  "BB FF J 
  

%4A91  ,KFF :7J  
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DEJ 8; BE=?97BBO I;F7H7J;:   ->7J J>; ,J7J; 97D :;B;=7J; EKJ J>; FH;
H;GK?I?J;I<EHB?9;DI?D=M?J>EKJ9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7JJ79>?D=JEJ>;
H;9?F?;DJ:;<;7JIJ>;FHEJ;9J?EDI<EHJ>;79JE<B?9;DI?D=?JI;B<7D:?HH7
J?ED7BBO:?I9B7?CIJ>;,J7J;WIH;IFEDI?8?B?JO<EHFHEJ;9J?D=?JIB?9;DI?D=
FHE9;II<HEC9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDI 
+('0'!(.0'#/.%*'60'+*/
;IF?J;I;L;H7BH;9;DJ7JJ;CFJI8OFB7?DJ?<<IJE97J;=EH?P;FE
B?J?97B F7HJ?;I 7D: EH=7D?P7J?EDI 7I IJ7J; 79JEHI 9EKHJI >7L; 8;;D H;
I?IJ7DJJEM7H:B78;B?D=J>;C7IIK9>  ->;;N9;FJ?EDJEJ>?IHKB;7I
:;9B7H;:8OJ>;,KFH;C;EKHJ?IM>;H;J>;F7HJOEHEH=7D?P7J?ED>7I
8;;D=H7DJ;:7IF;9?7BHEB;8OJ>;,J7J;?D;B;9J?EDI
405>;D 7 ,J7J; FH;I9H?8;I 7D ;B;9J?ED FHE9;II J>7J
=?L;I 7 IF;9?7B HEB; JE FEB?J?97B F7HJ?;I ?J T;D:EHI;I
7:EFJI 7D: ;D<EH9;I J>; :?I9H?C?D7J?EDU    J>7J J>;
F7HJ?;I    8H?D= ?DJE J>; FHE9;II IE J>7J J>; F7HJ?;IW
:?I9H?C?D7JEHO79J?ED8;9EC;IIJ7J;79J?ED  

,OIJ;CI?DM>?9>T9;HJ7?DF7HJ?;I4>7L;8;;D=?L;D5J>;H?=>JJE>7L;
J>;?H 97D:?:7J;I 7FF;7H M?J> F7HJO ;D:EHI;C;DJ ED J>; =;D;H7B
;B;9J?ED87BBEJU EHIOIJ;CITM>;H;9ECC?JJ;;C;DF;H<EHCFK8B?9
;B;9JEH7B <KD9J?EDI ; =  J>; DEC?D7J?ED E< 97D:?:7J;I JE <?BB L797D
9?;IEHJEHKD?DIF;9?7B;B;9J?EDI   U 97D9EDIJ?JKJ;IK9>7IF;
9?7BHEB; %EM;H9EKHJI>7L;EL;H7BBH;<KI;:JE;NJ;D:J>?IB?D;E<H;7
IED?D=8;OED:?JID7HHEM8EKD:I9ED9BK:?D=J>7JIJ7J;79J?ED?IDEJ
FH;I;DJ?<J>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?L?JO?DLEBL;I?DJ;HD7BF7HJO79J?EDIIK9>
7IT:?I9?FB?D7HOB?C?J7J?EDEDF7HJ?9?F7J?ED?D?JI?DJ;HD7B;B;9J?EDIU 
T=;D;H7B C;7IKH;I JE :?I9?FB?D; 4?D:?L?:K7BI5 <EH J>;?H :?IBEO7BJO JE

 %11 13 &7HJI L  +;FK8B?97D )7HJO E< /7  "D9  'E   9L
   . , 
?IJ %1",7JR 0  /7 &7H   ';KC7DL (9;7DDJO 
;CE9H7J?9DJO ECC 'E     . , ?IJ %1", 7J R 
   ' #  #7D      #79E8IED L  $?D=I EKDJO ;CE9H7J?9 DJO  ECC
'E   /     . ,  ?IJ  %1",  7J    ' 2  ,;FJ  
 (M;D 0?BB?7CIL !?==I'E $   . , ?IJ %1",   
7J R  &: ;8   
 
 7B  ;CE9H7J?9 )7HJO L  #ED;I   . ,      9?J7J?ED EC?JJ;:
GKEJ?D=,C?J>L BBMH?=>J . ,   
 
' 2 ,J7J;: E<B;9J?EDIL %EF;P-EHH;I. ,     
 
,;;H=OL $?D=IJO +;FK8B?97DJO ECC  :  :?H   
 
->@? . , ?IJ %1",7J  
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J>; F7HJOU J>7J :E DEJ E99KH ?D TJ>; 9EKHI; E< EF;H7J?D= 7 IJ7J;
H;=KB7J;:FH?C7HOEH?JI;GK?L7B;DJU TJ>;;D:EHI;C;DJFHE9;II8O
M>?9> 7 FEB?J?97B F7HJO I;B;9JI 7 97D:?:7J; JE H;FH;I;DJ ?JI FEB?J?97B
FB7J<EHCU 7D:TFH;L;DJ4?D=547C;C8;H5<HECF7HJ?9?F7J?D=?DJ>;
4F7HJOWI5 ED=E?D= ;L;DJI 7D: IF;7A?D= 7J J>; DDK7B )K8B?9 %;7:;H
I>?F/EJ;   4EH5H;CEL4?D=5>?C<HECJ>;4F7HJO57BJE=;J>;H U 
0>7J?IJHEK8B?D=78EKJJ>?IB?D;E<97I;I?I7IM?J>J>;J;IJ
?D=7D:B?9;DI?D=97I;IJ>;B79AE<7JJ;DJ?EDF7?:JEFH79J?97B;<<;9JI 
0>7J 9EKHJI ?DI?IJ J>;O BEEA 7J ?I J>; FEJ;DJ?7B ;<<;9J ED T87BBEJ 79
9;IIU?<J>;F7HJOWI79J?EDIFH;L;DJEHI?=D?<?97DJBO?CF;:;J>;FB7?D
J?<< <HEC F7HJ?9?F7J?D= ?D J>; ;B;9J?ED 7J 7BB J>;D ?J 9EKB: 8; 9EDI?:
;H;: 7 IJ7J; 79JEH    "< J>; FB7?DJ?<<WI 78?B?JO JE 79JK7BBO =;J ED J>;
87BBEJ?I;II;DJ?7BBOKD7<<;9J;:J>;DDEIJ7J;79J?ED?I<EKD:;L;D?<
J>;FB7?DJ?<<M7IFH;L;DJ;:<HECI;9KH?D=7DEC?D7J?ED<HECJ>;F7HJO
?DGK;IJ?ED  IED;9EKHJ8B7J7DJBO79ADEMB;:=;:
475IIKC?D=J>7J;<;D:7DJI<7?B;:JE7:>;H;JEJ>;?H?D
J;HD7BHKB;I=EL;HD?D=J>;97D:?:7J;I;B;9J?EDFHE9;II
J>?I <7?BKH; 7I )B7?DJ?<< 9ED9;:;I :?: DEJ ?CFB?97J;
87BBEJ799;II +7J>;H)B7?DJ?<<I=H?;L7D9;?IF7H7BB;BJE
>;HDEJ=;JJ?D=7V<7?HI>EJW7J8;?D=DEC?D7J;: ->?I?I
?DIK<<?9?;DJ JE :;;C ;<;D:7DJIW 79J?EDI 7I IJ7J; 79
J?EDI  

!EM;L;HJ>;I;9EKHJI<7?BJE79ADEMB;:=;J>7J?DEKH;II;DJ?7BBOJME
F7HJOIOIJ;C7F7HJO;D:EHI;C;DJ?IE<J;D7FH79J?97BFH;H;GK?I?J;JE
8;?D=;B;9J;:ED;C?=>JIJ?BBJ;9>D?97BBO8;7BBEM;:JE8;EDJ>;87B
BEJ8KJ7DOC;7D?D=<KBEFFEHJKD?JOJE79JK7BBOHKD<EHJ>7JF7HJ?9KB7H
E<<?9;?I;NJ?D=K?I>;:M?J>EKJ7DEC?D7J?EDJE7C7@EHF7HJO ->KI
H79?7B:?I9H?C?D7J?ED?DI;B;9J?D=797D:?:7J;JE;D:EHI;97D>7L;J>;
I7C;;<<;9J7IH79?7B:?I9H?C?D7J?ED?DI;B;9J?D=M>?9>97D:?:7J;IJE
7BBEMJE7FF;7HEDJ>;87BBEJ ->;:?IJ?D9J?EDJ>;D8;JM;;D?DJ;HD7B

0
 
';KC7DL (9;7DDJO ;CE9H7J?9DJO ECC 'E    . , ?IJ 
%1", 7J  ' # #7D    
 
(M;D 0?BB?7CIL !?==I'E $   . , ?IJ %1",   7J
  &: ;8   

 %11 13 #79E8IED L  $?D=I EKDJO ;CE9H7J?9 DJO  ECC 'E   /
  . , ?IJ %1",7JR  ' 2 ,;FJ   

%11507J 
 
07J  
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F7HJO FHE9;II;I 7D: J>; 79JK7B HKDD?D= E< 7D ;B;9J?ED <7BBI 7F7HJ   "<
J>;,J7J;?IH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;ED;?J?I?D;<<;9JH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;
EJ>;H 
+"'$5'*%0&# +!0.'*#
 IJ>;FH;L?EKII;9J?EDI:;CEDIJH7J;J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;

7I 7FFB?;: JE DEC?D7BBO FH?L7J; 79JEHI :;IF?J; ?JI IJ7J;: <E9KI ED
,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO>7IEL;HM>;BC?D=BO<7?B;:JE;DIKH;799EKDJ78?B
?JOE<;?J>;H=EL;HDC;DJ79JEHIEHJ>;FH?L7J;79JEHIJ>;O7?:;D9EKH
7=;;CFEM;H7D: EH9ECF;B ->;CEIJ9ECFH;>;DI?L;O;JH;7B?IJ?9
M7O E< 7FFHE79>?D= J>?I <7?BKH; E< 799EKDJ78?B?JO ?I 8O 9B7H?<O J>;
IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;7D:H;<EHC?D=H7J>;HJ>7D;B?C?D7J?D=?JJE;D
9ECF7II78HE7:;HIM7J>E<79JIJ>7J97DH;7IED78BO8;7JJH?8KJ;:JE
J>;,J7J; ->?IMEKB:9EDI?IJE<A;;F?D=J>;B?IJE<TJ;IJIUJ>7J7H;7B
H;7:O9EDI?:;H;:M>;D:;J;HC?D?D=IJ7J;79J?ED;BK9?:7J?D=J>;<KD9
J?EDE<J>EI;J;IJI7D:7::?D=EDJEJ>;C<79JEHIS:;I?=D;:M?J>79
9EKDJ78?B?JO ?D C?D:SJ>7J 7H; 8KJ 7D ;NJ;DI?ED E< J>; EKHJWI
?DI?IJ;D9; J>7J 9EKHJI CKIJ T7IIKH; J>7J 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B IJ7D:7H:I 7H;
?DLEA;:M>;D?J97D8;I7?:J>7JJ>;,J7J;?IH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;IF;
9?<?99ED:K9JE<M>?9>J>;FB7?DJ?<<9ECFB7?DI U 
->;H;?IDEE8L?EKIEH9EDL?D9?D=H;7IEDM>OH;IFEDI?8?B?JO
CKIJ8;9ED9;?L;:7IH;IJH?9J?L;BO7I?J>7I8;;DJ>KI<7H +;IFEDI?
8?B?JO?DJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED9EDJ;NJ>7IDEJ8;;D9B;7HBO:;<?D;:8;OED:
?JI IF;9?<?9 7FFB?97J?ED ?D F7HJ?9KB7H 97I;I 7D: 8;OED: J>; 9;DJH7BS
8KJL7=K;SDEJ?EDE<<7?HD;II  ->;EKHJWID7HHEM7FFB?97J?EDE<
H;IFEDI?8?B?JO?DF7HJ?9KB7HIJ7J;79J?ED97I;I?IB7H=;BOKD@KIJ?<?;:7D:
IJ7D:I?D9EDJH7IJJEJ>;IJ7J;:FKHFEI;8;>?D:>EB:?D=FH?L7J;79JEHI
799EKDJ78B; 7I IJ7J; ED;I   "< J>; EL;H7H9>?D= =E7B ?I 7I J>; EKHJ
C7?DJ7?DI JE ;DIKH; J>7J J>; ,J7J; 97DDEJ DKBB?<O 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B FHE
J;9J?EDIJ>HEK=>:;B;=7J?EDJE7D:IKFFEHJE<FH?L7J;79JEHIJ>;DJ>?I
=E7B CKIJ 8; 9;DJH7BBO 9EDI?:;H;: ?D :;<?D?D= H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ?D J>;
IJ7J;79J?ED9EDJ;NJ  "J9EKDI;BI<EH7CEH;<B;N?8B;9ED9;FJ?EDE<

H;DJMEE:97: L -;DD ,;9ED:7HO,9> J> IIWD . ,  
?DJ;HD7B9?J7J?EDIEC?JJ;: 
 
%1113%K=7HL :CED:IED(?BE . ,  T(KH97I;I
>7L; 799EH:?D=BO ?DI?IJ;: J>7J J>; 9ED:K9J 7BB;=;:BO 97KI?D= J>; :;FH?L7J?ED E< 7
<;:;H7BH?=>J8;<7?HBO7JJH?8KJ78B;JEJ>;,J7J; U 
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H;IFEDI?8?B?JOJ>7J?I97F78B;E<J7A?D=?DJE799EKDJJ>;L7H?EKIM7OI
?DM>?9>J>;,J7J;C7O7JJ;CFJJEIK8L;HJ9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7D:
J>; L7H?EKI 7HH7D=;C;DJI J>; ,J7J; C7O 9H;7J; ?D EH:;H JE :E IE 
->KI H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ?D J>?I 9EDJ;NJ CKIJ 7D: 97D ;D9ECF7II CEH;
J>7D 7 :?H;9J ?DLEBL;C;DJ ?D J>; 79J?ED 97KI?D= >7HC 7I ?J :E;I ?D
EJ>;H7H;7IE<J>;B7M 
B;C;DJI E< 7=;D9O 7D: JEHJ B7M 7H; F7HJ?9KB7HBO >;BF<KB 
;D;H7B7=;D9OB7M7IM?J>J>;<79;JE<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;<E
9KI;:KFED>;H;7?CIJET;DIKH;J>7JFH?D9?F7BIKI?D=7=;DJI:EDEJ
J>;H;8O ;I97F; B?78?B?JO EH EJ>;H 9EDI;GK;D9;I E< J>;?H 9>E?9;I U 
->KI ?D CEB:?D= J>; 7FFHEFH?7J; 9ED9;FJ?ED E< H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ?D J>;
IJ7J; 79J?ED 9EDJ;NJ ED; C7O I;DI?8BO BEEA JE 7=;D9O B7MWI :H?L?D=
J;D;J J>7J TJ>; FH?D9?F7B M>E >7I 9>EI;D JE 9ED:K9J >;H 8KI?D;II
J>HEK=>7D7=;DJCKIJ8;7HJ>;<EH;I;;78B;9EDI;GK;D9;I9H;7J;:8O
J>7J 9>E?9; U   -EHJ B7MWI CEH; IF;9?<?9 7FFB?97J?ED E< FH?D9?F7B
7=;DJ J>;EHO ?D ?JI H;IFED:;7J IKF;H?EH :E9JH?D; FHEL?:;I <HK?J<KB
=HEKD:JE:H7M=K?:?D=FH?D9?FB;I7II?C?B7HJEJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9
JH?D;?JI;N?IJ;D9;?I7JB;7IJ?DF7HJCEJ?L7J;:8OJ>;FEM;H;CFBEO
;HI>7L;EL;HJ>;?H;CFBEO;;I7D:8O7:;I?H;JE>EB:;CFBEO;HIB?7
8B;:K;JEJ>;8;D;<?JIJ>;OH;9;?L;<HECJ>;?H;CFBEO;;IW79J?EDI  
0>?B;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO97DD;L;H8;<KBBO:;<?D;:ED;97D=?L;J>;9ED
9;FJI>7F;8O:H7M?D=<HECJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;WI:H?L?D=FH?D9?
FB;I7D:J>EI;E<I?C?B7HBO CEJ?L7J;::E9JH?D;I 
KHJ>;H?D@;9J?D=CEH;IF;9?<?9?JO?DJEJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED7D7BO
I?I8O;DKC;H7J?D=7::?J?ED7B<79JEHIJE8;9EDI?:;H;:MEKB:?D9H;7I;
J>; FH;:?9J78?B?JO E< J>; :E9JH?D; 7D: C7A; 799EKDJ78?B?JO <7?BKH;I
CEH;;7I?BO7LE?:78B; 0>?B;J>;EKHJ>7I;CF>7J?97BBOC7?DJ7?D;:
J>7J J>; GK;IJ?ED E< IJ7J; 79J?ED ?I 7 <79J 8EKD: ?DGK?HO H;I?IJ7DJ JE
7DO IJH?9J <EHCKB7 EH <?HC =K?:;B?D;I  ?J ?I 9B;7H J>7J CEH; 97D 8;
:ED; JE I>7F; J>; :E9JH?D; JE 7BBEM <EH =H;7J;H 799EKDJ78?B?JO 7D: 7
8HE7:;H9ED9;FJ?EDE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOM?J>EKJD;9;II7H?BOI;JJ?D=

)7KB7# 7BB;O&41;>E;231:/E-C. )"-- % +/   
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%1113H;DJMEE:97: L -;DD ,;9ED:7HO,9> J> IIWD . , 
   IJ7J; 79J?ED 7D7BOI?I ?I TD;9;II7H?BO <79J 8EKD: ?DGK?HOU KHJED L 
0?BC?D=JED )7HA?D= KJ>   . ,        T(DBO 8O I?<J?D= <79JI 7D:
M;?=>?D= 9?H9KCIJ7D9;I 97D J>; DEDE8L?EKI ?DLEBL;C;DJ E< J>; ,J7J; ?D FH?L7J;
9ED:K9J8;7JJH?8KJ;:?JIJHK;I?=D?<?97D9; U 
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>7H: B?D;I   ->; FHE8B;C M?J> <79J :H?L;D 7FFHE79>;I ?I J>7J M>?B;
J>;OC7OFHEL?:;<B;N?8?B?JOJ>;O7H;;NJH;C;BOLKBD;H78B;JEC7D?F
KB7J?EDS7BB79EKHJCKIJ:E?I:?IJ?D=K?I>J>;<79JI;L;DIB?=>JBOS7I
M;BB7II?CFB;C?I?DJ;HFH;J7J?EDEH;GK7BBOFB7KI?8B;8KJ:?<<;H?D=?D
J;HFH;J7J?EDI B;7:?D= JE 7 9>7EJ?9 7D: ?D9E>;H;DJ :E9JH?D;   ->KI
CEH;=K?:7D9;?ID;;:;:?DEH:;HJE9EKDJ;H79JJ>;I;?IIK;I 
"DJ>;97I;E<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;CEH;<79JEHI7H;H;B;
L7DJ JE J>; DEJ?ED E< FH?L7J; 799EKDJ78?B?JO 7D: ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO
J>7DJ>;EKHJ7D:BEM;H9EKHJI?D?JIIJ;7:>7L;;NFB?9?JBO9EDI?:
;H;:   ->EI; <79JEHI 9EKB: 8; 7::;: ?DJE J>; ;B7IJ?9 <79J :H?L;D 7F
FHE79> ->?IMEKB:C7?DJ7?DJ>;<B;N?8?B?JOJ>7JJ>;EKHJIE:;I?H;I
M>?B; FHEL?:?D= CEH; E< 7 9EKDJ;HL7?B?D= <EH9; 7=7?DIJ 9?H9K?J IFB?JI
7D:<7?BKH;IE<799EKDJ78?B?JO "D9H;7I?D=J>;DKC8;HE<<79JEHIJ>7J
7H; ;NFB?9?JBO 9EDI?:;H;: MEKB: 7BIE ?D9H;7I; FH;:?9J78?B?JO FHECEJ
?D= J>; <7?HD;II J>7J EKHJ IJH?L;I <EH M>?B; H;:K9?D= 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B
L?EB7J?EDI 8O 7B;HJ?D= FH?L7J; 79JEHI 7I JE M>;D J>;O 7H; H;GK?H;: JE
IJ7OM?J>?DJ>;8EKD:IE<J>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED7D:,J7J;I7IJEM>;DJ>;?H
:;B;=7J?EDIM?BBDEJ;H7I;9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BE8B?=7J?EDI 
->?I?IDEJJEI7OJ>7J799EKDJ78?B?JO97DDEJ8;799ECFB?I>;:
8O EJ>;H C;7DI   ->; FHE8B;CI ;D=;D:;H;: 8O J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9
JH?D; 9EKB: EIJ;DI?8BO 8; <?N;: 8O J>; IJH;D=J>;D?D= E< IJ7J; B7MI EH
8O =EL;HDC;DJ EL;HI?=>J 7D: EH J>; ?DI;HJ?ED E< B7D=K7=; ?DJE ,J7J;
9EDJH79JI M?J> FH?L7J; ;DJ?J?;I EH 8O J>; H;GK?H;C;DJWI 7DD?>?B7J?ED
7BJE=;J>;H  !EM;L;HM>?B;I9>EB7HI>7L;7:LE97J;:EJ>;HM?I;J>;
EKHJ>7IC7:;?J78KD:7DJBO9B;7HJ>7JJ>;IJ7J;79J?EDH;GK?H;C;DJ?I
DEJ=E?D=7DOM>;H;  ->KI97BBIJE=;JH?:E<?J7BJE=;J>;HSM>?B;
FEII?8BO J>; 8;IJ IEBKJ?ED ?D J;HCI E< 799EKDJ78?B?JOSIK<<;H <HEC 7
B79A E< <;7I?8?B?JO   +;<EHC7J?ED ?I CEH; FB7KI?8B; ;IF;9?7BBO J>7J
M>?9> ?I J?;: JE J>; DEJ?ED E< ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO J>7J J>; EKHJ IE
FH?EH?J?P;I ->;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;M7I9H;7J;:8OJ>;EKHJ7D:?J
?IDEJI;J?DIJED;?J97D7D:I>EKB:;LEBL;7BED=M?J>J>;IJHK9JKH;E<
EKH IE9?;JO   ->; IK==;IJ?EDI C7:; >;H; :E DEJ 9EDIJ?JKJ; 7 H7:?97B
:;F7HJKH; <HEC J>; EH?=?D7B :E9JH?D; 8KJ H7J>;H 7D ;NJ;DI?ED E< J>;
EKHJWICEJ?L7J?D=H;7IED?D=JE?JIBE=?97B9ED9BKI?ED 

%1113>;C;H?DIAO?A<>-DEJ;7J T)HEJ;9J?EDE<J>;I;L7BK;I<HEC
FH?L7J; ?D<H?D=;C;DJI D;;: DEJ D;9;II7H?BO 8; 8O 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B H;L?;M FHEJ;9J?ED
97D8;FHEL?:;:8OIJ7J;IJ7JKJ;IJ7J;9ECCEDB7MEH<;:;H7BIJ7JKJ; U-KI>D;J
?A<>-DEJ;7J 

 %11 &7:HO ?A<>- DEJ;  7J   T->; EKHJ >7I H;F;7J;:BO 78@KH;: 4C7A?D=
;L;HOF;HIED7<;:;H7B7=;DJ<EH;L;HOFH?L7J;?D?J?7J?L;5>EM;L;H?DJ>;D7C;E<
C7?DJ7?D?D=J>;M7BB8;JM;;DFK8B?97D:FH?L7J; U 
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KHJ>;HM>?B;IJ7J;B7M7D:9EDIJ?JKJ?EDI7BED=M?J>9EDJH79
JK7BE8B?=7J?EDI97D9;HJ7?DBO8;FEM;H<KBJEEBIJEFHEJ;9JJ>;H?=>JI
=K7H:;: 8O J>; ;:;H7B EDIJ?JKJ?ED ?J MEKB: I;;C FH;<;H78B; <EH
L7BK;I7I<KD:7C;DJ7B7IJ>EI;;DI>H?D;:?DJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?EDJE8;?D
IKB7J;: <HEC J>; ;F>;C;H7B D7JKH; E< IJ7J; FEB?J?9I JE 8; FHEJ;9J;:
;GK7BBO <EH 7BB 9?J?P;DI 7D: JE 8; 7<<EH:;: J>; FEM;H<KB IOC8EB?IC
7JJ;D:7DJ JE 7 =H7DJ E< 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B FHEJ;9J?ED 7J J>; <;:;H7B B;L;B 
?D7BBO=EL;HDC;DJEL;HI?=>J?IB?A;BOJE8;EL;HBO9ECFB?97J;:;N
F;DI?L;7D:?CFH79J?97B7D:D;?J>;HJ>;=EL;HDC;DJDEHFH?L7J;;DJ?
J?;I 7H; IJHED=BO ?D9;DJ?L?P;: JE ?DI;HJ FHEJ;9J?L; B7D=K7=; ?DJE J>;?H
9EDJH79JI ;B;=7J?EDC7O>7FF;D?CFB?9?JBOM?J>EKJJ>;FEII?8?B
?JOE<7<EHC7B9EDJH79JM?J>M>?9>JE8?D:J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?J?;I ->;
D;;:JEIJH;D=J>;DFB7?DJ?<<IW78?B?JOJE>EB:FH?L7J;79JEHIB?78B;KD
:;HJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;J>;DI;;CIGK?J;?CFEHJ7DJ?<DEJD;9
;II7HOJEKF>EB:?D=9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I 
%7IJ IK8I?:?7HO JE J>; 799EKDJ78?B?JO FHE8B;C ?I FH;:?9J78?B
?JOSJ>;DEJ?EDJ>7JFH?L7J;79JEHII>EKB:8;FHEL?:;:M?J>H;7IED78B;
DEJ?9;7IJEM>;DJ>;O97D8;>;B:B?78B;KD:;HJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED 
C7@EH :H?L; 8;>?D: FKI>?D= <EH IJHED=;H 799EKDJ78?B?JO ?D J>; <?HIJ
FB79;S?JI ;D: =E7BS?I FH;L;DJ?ED E< 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L?EB7J?EDI   (I
J;DI?8BOM>;D79JEHIADEMEH97D;7I?BOFH;:?9JJ>7JJ>;OM?BB8;>;B:
799EKDJ78B; <EH 9;HJ7?D L?EB7J?EDI J>;O 7H; B;II B?A;BO JE 9ECC?J
J>;CB;7:?D=JE7DEL;H7BBD;J:;9H;7I;?DMHED=I ->;IJ7J;79J?ED
:E9JH?D; ?I 9KHH;DJBO ;NJH;C;BO KDFH;:?9J78B; M?J> 97I;I I;;C?D=BO
9ED<?D;: IJH?9JBO JE J>;?H <79JI   ->KI 7DO IEBKJ?ED JE J>; 9KHH;DJ
FHE8B;CI E< J>; :E9JH?D; J>7J 7?CI JE ?D9H;7I; 799EKDJ78?B?JOS7D:
9EDI;GK;DJBO :;9H;7I; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L?EB7J?EDI EL;H7BBSCKIJ 7BIE
?D9H;7I; EH 7J B;7IJ DEJ IK8IJ7DJ?7BBO :;9H;7I; J>; FH;:?9J78?B?JO E<
J>;7FFB?97J?EDE<J>;D;MBO I>7F;::E9JH?D; B7H?<O?D=J>;:E9JH?D;
7D:7::?D=CEH;;NFB?9?J<79JEHI?DJEJ>;7D7BOI?I97D7?:?DJ>?I=E7B 
0>7J <EBBEMI ?I 7 DED ;N>7KIJ?L; B?IJ E< M7OI ?D M>?9> J>;
IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; 9EKB: 8; 7C;D:;: EH 7FF;D:;: ?D EH:;H JE ?D
9H;7I;799EKDJ78?B?JOM>?B;IJ?BBC7?DJ7?D?D=J>;H;GK?I?J;H;7IED78B;
7JJH?8KJ?ED JE J>; ,J7J;   ?HIJ J>; 7BH;7:O ;DKC;H7J;: J;IJI I>EKB:
DEJS7IIEC;BEM;H9EKHJI>7L;8;;D:E?D=;?J>;H;NFB?9?JBOEH?C
FB?9?JBOS8; ?DJ;HFH;J;: 7I ;N9BKI?L; 8KJ H7J>;H DED ;N>7KIJ?L; 

%11>?7D=?A<>-DEJ;7J 
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J>;?H<79JIDEJ8OJ>;?H7D7BOI;I U 
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,;9ED:J>;9EDL;DJ?EDJ>7JB?DAI8;JM;;DJ>;,J7J;7D:FH?L7J;;DJ?
J?;ICKIJFE?DJ:?H;9JBOJEJ>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED7D:J>;H;B7J;:9ED
L;DJ?EDJ>7J:?I9H;J?EDEDJ>;F7HJE<J>;FH?L7J;79JEH?DJ>;<?D7B:;
9?I?ED;B?C?D7J;IJ>;FEII?8?B?JOE<IJ7J;79J?EDI>EKB:8;787D:ED;:
?D<7LEHE<7D7FFHE79>J>7J79ADEMB;:=;IJ>;=;D;H7B?P;:?D<BK;D9;7
,J7J;C7OM?;B:7D:J>;?D;L?J78?B?JOE<:?I9H;J?EDEDJ>;F7HJE<<?D7B
:;9?I?EDC7A;HI   ?D7BBO I;L;H7B D;M <79JEHI 7H; FH;I;DJ;: 7I IKF
FB;C;DJI JE J>; 9KHH;DJ IJ7J; 79J?ED 7D7BOI?I   ->;I; <79JEHI 7H; :;
I?=D;:JE>;BF<?BBJ>;=7FI?D799EKDJ78?B?JOB;<JEF;D8OJ>;9KHH;DJ
:E9JH?D;   ->;O 7H; :;H?L;: <HEC 7 8HE7:;H 7D: CEH; FH79J?97B 9ED
9;FJ?EDE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOM>?9>?I7I:;I9H?8;:C;7DJJE8;J>;
>7BBC7HAE<IJ7J;79J?ED7D:J7A;9K;I<HEC7=;D9OB7M7IM;BB7IJ>;
FKHFEI;I8;>?D:J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;S?D9BK:?D=J>;H;<KI7BJE7B
BEM ,J7J;I JE IK8L;HJ 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B DEHCI J>HEK=> :;B;=7J?ED 7D:
FH?L7J?P7J?ED 
5

:@1><>1@@41A>>1:@&1?@?-? ;:D/8A?5B1

->;EKHJ>7ID;L;HI7?:J>7JJ>;J;IJIJ>7J>7L;8;;D:;H?L;:
<HEC7D:M;H;DEJ;NFB?9?JBO;DKC;H7J;:?D?JI:;9?I?EDI7H;J>;ED
BOC;9>7D?ICI8OM>?9>IJ7J;79J?ED97D8;<EKD: "J>7I?D<79J?D
:?97J;:J>;EFFEI?J;?DED;H;9;DJ97I;J>;EKHJIJ7J;:J>7J
4K5D:;HJ>?IEKHJWI97I;I7FH?L7J;;DJ?JO97DGK7B?<O
7I 7 IJ7J; 79JEH ?D 7 <;M B?C?J;: 9?H9KCIJ7D9;IS
5:/8A05:32;>1D-9<81?M>;DJ>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JOF;H
<EHCI 7 JH7:?J?ED7B ;N9BKI?L; FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED    ??
M>;D J>; =EL;HDC;DJ 9ECF;BI J>; FH?L7J; ;DJ?JO JE
J7A; 7 F7HJ?9KB7H 79J?ED    EH ??? M>;D J>; =EL;HD
C;DJ79JI@E?DJBOM?J>J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO 

->?IIJ7J;C;DJ?D:?97J;IJ>7JJ>;EKHJ:E;IDEJL?;MJ>;9KH
H;DJ IJ7J; 79J?ED J;IJI 7I ;N>7KIJ?L;   ->; EKHJ >7I 7BIE H;F;7J;:BO
IJH;II;:J>7JJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED?DGK?HO?I7<79J 8EKD:ED;DEJC;7DJJE
8;:;B?C?J;:8O;N9BKI?L;=K?:;B?D;I !EM;L;HBEM;H9EKHJI>7L;
DEJ 9EDI?IJ;DJBO <EBBEM;: J>?I H;7IED?D=   &7DO 9EKHJI EKJH?=>J :;
9B7H;J>7JJ>;EDBO7L7?B78B;IJ7J;79J?EDJ;IJI7H;J>EI;J>7J>7L;7B

&7D>7JJ7DCJO 99;IIEHF L !7BB;9A , J      

%1113H;DJMEE:97: L -;DD ,;9ED:7HO,9> J> IIWD . , 
 KHJEDL 0?BC?D=JED)7HA?D=KJ> . ,     
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H;7:O 8;;D B7?: EKJ 7D: M>?B; DEJ ;NFH;IIBO IJ7J;: EJ>;H 9EKHJI 79J
J>7JM7O?DFH79J?9;8O;?J>;HH;C7?D?D=I?B;DJ7IJEM>7JJ>;O7H;:E
?D=EH9B7?C?D=JE:EJ>;EFFEI?J; 
->;,KFH;C;EKHJI>EKB:;NFB?9?JBO9B7H?<OJ>7JJ>;;DKC;H
7J;:J;IJI7H;DEJ;N9BKI?L;E<EJ>;HFEJ;DJ?7BED;I ?HIJJ>;B79AE<
9EDI?IJ;D9O 79HEII J>; 9?H9K?JI ED J>; ;N9BKI?L?JO EH DED ;N9BKI?L?JO
E< J>; J;IJI B;7: JE ?D9EDI?IJ;D9?;I ?D J>; 9?H9K?JIW 7FFB?97J?ED E< J>;
IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D; DJ?J?;IJ>7J7H;?:;DJ?97B?DD7JKH;7D:<KD9
J?ED9EKB:8;9EDI?:;H;:IJ7J;79JEHI?DED;BE97J?ED8KJDEJ7DEJ>;H 
->?I?I7D?IIK;8;97KI;J>;EKHJC7ODEJ>7L;J?C;JEH;IEBL;;L;HO
9?H9K?J IFB?J J>7J 7H?I;I <HEC J>?I <KD:7C;DJ7B 87I;B?D; :?<<;H;D9; ?D
KD:;HIJ7D:?D=E<J>;:E9JH?D; ->?I?D9EDI?IJ;D9O?I?D>;H;DJBOKD<7?H
JE FH?L7J; ;DJ?J?;I M>E <79; :?<<;H;DJ H;GK?H;C;DJI J>7D J>;?H F;;HI
87I;:EDJ>;9?H9K?J?DM>?9>J>;97I;?I>;7H:7D:JEFB7?DJ?<<IM>E
C?=>J >7L; IK<<;H;: =H?;LEKI >7HCI 8KJ :E DEJ >7L; 7 H;C;:O 8;
97KI; J>;O 7H; >;7H: ?D ED; 9?H9K?J H7J>;H J>7D 7DEJ>;H   ->?I >7HCI
EKH78?B?JOJEC7?DJ7?D;II;DJ?7B9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I8;97KI;FH?L7J;
;DJ?J?;I C?=>J <B;; JE BE97J?EDI J>7J KI; ;N9BKI?L; J;IJI   &EH;EL;H
J>;O7H;B;IIB?A;BOJE8;<EKD:7IJ7J;79JEH7D:J>KIB;IIB?A;BOJE8;
>;B:B?78B;<EH9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDI "D7::?J?EDJ>;?D9EDI?IJ;D
9O:;9H;7I;IJ>;FH;:?9J78?B?JOE<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D; ->?I9EKB:
EDBOB;7:JE;9EDEC?9?D;<<?9?;D9O<EH8KI?D;II;I7JJ;CFJ?D=JE<?=KH;
EKJ ?< J>;O GK7B?<O 7I IJ7J; 79JEHI   ->?I :;9H;7I; ?D FH;:?9J78?B?JO ?I
7BIEB?A;BOJEB;7:JE7:;9H;7I;?DJ>;C7?DJ;D7D9;E<9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B
L7BK;I7IFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IM>EADEMJ>;OM?BB8;9EDI?:;H;:IJ7J;79
JEHI7H;EIJ;DI?8BOCEH;B?A;BOJEFHE79J?L;BO<EBBEMJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?ED
J>7DJ>EI;J>7J8;B?;L;J>;O>7L;IEC;M?==B;HEEC 
,;9ED:B?C?J?D=J>;IJ7J;79J?ED :E9JH?D;JEJ>;J;IJI7BH;7:O
;DKC;H7J;:MEKB:8H?D=J>;:E9JH?D;JE7I9H;;9>?D=>7BJ8;97KI;DE
D;MF7J>IJEIJ7J;79J?ED<EHFH?L7J;79JEHI9EKB:;L;H8;9EC;7L7?B7
8B; ->?IMEKB:8;7D;JBEII?D799EKDJ78?B?JO7IM;MEKB:8;78B;
JE>EB:<;M;H;DJ?J?;I9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BBOB?78B;<EHL?EB7J?EDI &EH;EL;H
?J MEKB: H;IJH?9J J>; :E9JH?D; <HEC <KB<?BB?D= ?JI C7D:7J; JE 9EDD;9J
,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO M?J> 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JO   97:;C?9I 7BH;7:O
9H?J?9?P;J>;:E9JH?D;7I9ED<?D?D=FH;9;:;DJ?7B97I;IJEJ>;?H<79JI 

,;;?A<>-,;9J?ED""  ? 7 

%11?A<>-,;9J?ED"""  ?? 

%1113&?DEM?A<>-DEJ;7J T->;H;IKBJ?I7I;JE<:;9?I?EDI8EKD:8O
J>;?H<79JIDEJ8OJ>;?H7D7BOI;I U$;L?DEB;101>-8-:0%@-@1H%@-@1/@5;:I
&41':01>/>5@5/-89.>-/1;2-E<1>/>5@5/5F10;/@>5:1  % +/ 
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NFB?9?JBO C7A?D= J>7J 9H?J?9?IC 7 H;7B?JO 7I IEB?:?<O?D= J>; J;IJI 7I
;N9BKI?L;MEKB::E?D;<<;9JMEKB:9KJE<<7JJ>;AD;;I7DO<KJKH;7J
J;CFJIJE>EB:B?78B;7IIJ7J;79JEHIFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJ>7J>7L;DEJ8;;D
J>;IK8@;9JE<7FH?EH97I; ->;MEHB:S7BED=M?J>J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?
J?;I 7D: J>;?H H;B7J?EDI>?F JE J>; FK8B?9 7D: JE J>; ,J7J;S?I 9EDI?IJ
;DJBO;LEBL?D=7D:C7D?<;IJ7J?EDIE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO7BED=M?J>
?J   ->; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; D;;:I JE A;;F KF M?J> J>;I; 9EDIJ7DJ
I>?<JIB;IJ?J8;9EC;7>EBBEMFHEC?I;7DEKJ:7J;:JEEBJ>7JDEBED=
;H<KD9J?EDI7I7DOA?D:E<=K7H7DJ;;E<799EKDJ78?B?JO ->?I?I;IF;
9?7BBOIE7IJ>;MEHB:?D9H;7I?D=BO8;9EC;IED;E<FH?L7J?P7J?ED7D:
IJ7J; :;B;=7J?ED E< H;IFEDI?8?B?J?;I 7D: :KJ?;I 8EJ> 7IIKC;: 7D: H;
GK?H;:    NFB?9?JBO 9ED<?D?D= J>; :E9JH?D; JE ;N?IJ?D= FH;9;:;DJ
MEKB:B?A;BO<KHJ>;H?D9;DJ?L?P;J>;,J7J;7D:FH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJE9H;7J;
D;M7HH7D=;C;DJIJ>7J<7?BJE<?J?DJE7DOE<J>;FH;EH:7?D;:8EN;I<EH
IJ7J;79J?ED8KJJ>7JD;L;HJ>;B;IIMEHAJE:7C7=;J>;FK8B?9WI78?B?JO
JE;DIKH;J>7J9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I7H;KF>;B: 
55

&A>:C-E2>;9@41;/A?;:;:@>;8!B1>
@414-881:310/@5;:-:0)41@41>@415:-8
1/5?5;:)-?-:0-@;>E

 I:;I9H?8;: 7BBE<J>;J;IJIKI;:?DJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED?DGK?HO

H;GK?H;J>7J,J7J;?DLEBL;C;DJ8;:?H;9JBOB?DA;:JEJ>;9>7BB;D=;:79
J?ED EHJ>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJJ>;79J?L?JOCKIJ8;7F7HJE<J>7J
FK8B?9<KD9J?ED7D:DEJ;NJH7D;EKI EHJ>;9E;H9?ED 9ECFKBI?ED
J;IJJ>;,J7J;CKIJ>7L;79JK7BBO9E;H9;:EH9ECF;BB;:J>;FH?L7J;;D

   T->EK=> ,>;BB;O 7D: ,KBB?L7D C?=>J J>;EH;J?97BBO >7L; 8HE7: ?CF79JJ>;
EKHJIH;<KI7BJEIEH;7:J>EI;97I;IC7ODEM8;IK<<?9?;DJBO9B;7HJ>7JJ>;97I;I
97D<7?HBO8;9EDI?:;H;:JE8;B?C?J;:JEJ>;?H<79JI U 

%11?A<>-)7HJ" 

%11?A<>-,;9J?ED""  

%11?A<>-,;9J?ED""  

 %11 13 ,>;HBE9A L  &EDJ;<?EH; &;:  JH    :   : ?H  
T->;<79JJ>7J7CKD?9?F7B?JO?IH;IFEDI?8B;<EHFHEL?:?D=C;:?97B7JJ;DJ?EDJEF;H
IEDI>;B:?D9KIJE:OC7OC7A;7D?D:;F;D:;DJ9EDJH79JEHH;D:;H?D=IK9>I;HL?9;I7
IJ7J;79JEH   M?J>H;IF;9JJEJ>;I;HL?9;IIEFHEL?:;:   8KJJ>7J<79J:E;IDEJ
C7A; J>; 9EDJH79JEH 7 IJ7J; 79JEH M?J> H;IF;9J JE ?JI ;CFBEOC;DJ :;9?I?EDI U
;EH=; L  )79?<?9 , 0EHA KHBEK=>    :    J> ?H  
T4)B7?DJ?<<WI5 9ECFB7?DJ 87I;I ?JI IJ7J; 79J?ED 9B7?C 7BCEIJ IEB;BO ED J>; FK8B?9
<KD9J?ED 7FFHE79> 7II;HJ?D= J>7J 4:;<;D:7DJ5 ;D=7=;I ?D 7 VJH7:?J?ED7BBO ;N9BKI?L;
=EL;HDC;DJ7B<KD9J?ED W   4;<;D:7DJ59ED9;:;IJ>7J?D97H9;H7J?ED?I7JH7:?J?ED
7BBO;N9BKI?L;IJ7J;<KD9J?ED ->?I7IIKCFJ?EDC?II;IJ>;FE?DJ>EM;L;H ->;H;B
;L7DJ?DGK?HO?IVM>;J>;H4:;<;D:7DJWI5HEB;7I7D;CFBEO;HM7IIJ7J;79J?ED WU 
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J?JOJEJ7A;J>;79J?EDJ>7JJ>;FB7?DJ?<<9B7?CIL?EB7J;:J>;EDIJ?JK
J?ED EHJ>;@E?DJ79J?EDJ;IJJ>;,J7J;CKIJ>7L;MEHA;:M?J>J>;
FH?L7J;;DJ?JOEDJ>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED EHJ>;D;NKIJ;IJJ>;;D
JM?D;C;DJ 8;JM;;D J>; ,J7J; 7D: J>; FH?L7J; 79JEH CKIJ 8; :?H;9JBO
9EDD;9J;:JEJ>;79J?L?JO?DGK;IJ?ED ,?C?B7HBO7<?D:?D=J>7JJ>;
9>7BB;D=;: 79J?ED 9EC;I <HEC J>; FH?L7J; 79JEHWI EMD :?I9H;J?ED7HO
@K:=C;DJKDH;B7J;:JE,J7J;?D<BK;D9;7BIE:;<;7JI79B7?CE<IJ7J;79
J?ED 
->?I 9ED9;?J KDD;9;II7H?BO B?C?JI 9EKHJIW 9ED9;FJ?ED E< ,J7J;
H;IFEDI?8?B?JO JE J>; :;JH?C;DJ E< FH;:?9J78?B?JO 7D: 799EKDJ78?B?JO 
->?I<79;JE<J>;:E9JH?D;?I7:7D=;HEKI;N;H9?I;?DIK8@;9J?L;B?D;
:H7M?D= M>;H;?D J>; B;L;B E< H;IFEDI?8?B?JO J>; ,J7J; ?I :;;C;: JE
>7L;<EH7IF;9?<?979J?ED?IB;<J9ECFB;J;BOJEJ>;M>?CE<J>;@K:?9?
7HOS7D: J>?I ?I ;IF;9?7BBO IE M>;H; J>; FH;9;:;DJ?7B 97I;I 7H; 9ED
<?D;:CEH;7D:CEH;JEJ>;?H<79JIB;7L?D=9EKHJIM?J>B?JJB;=;D;H7B
=K?:7D9;M?J>M>?9>JEMEHA ->?I97DEDBOB;7:JECEH;KD9;HJ7?DJO
M?J>?D J>; :E9JH?D; M>?9> 97D EDBO B;7: JE ?D;<<?9?;D9O KD<7?HD;II
7D: CEH; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L?EB7J?EDI   KJ =H;7J;H J>7D J>7J H;GK?H?D=
H;IFEDI?8?B?JO <EH J>; F7HJ?9KB7H 9>7BB;D=;: 79J?ED ?=DEH;I FH79J?97B
H;7B?JO 7D: D;;:B;IIBO D7HHEMI H;IFEDI?8?B?JO    ,J7J; J>7J M?;B:I
=;D;H7B9E;H9?L;FEM;HEL;H7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJ>HEK=>;NJ;DI?L;H;=K
B7J?EDI?=D?<?97DJ<KD:?D=F7HJ?9?F7J?EDE<IJ7J;79JEHIM?J>?DJ>;FH?
L7J;;DJ?JO79J?D=7I@E?DJF7HJD;HI?D7DEL;H7BBI9>;C;EH;D:;7LEH
97D;7I?BO8;H;IFEDI?8B;<EH7F7HJ?9KB7H:;9?I?ED;L;D?<?J>7IC7:;
DE IF;9?<?9 CEL;I JE :E IE 7D: ;L;D ?< J>; FH?L7J; :;9?I?EDC7A;H
>EB:I DEC?D7B :?I9H;J?ED EL;H J>; <?D7B 79J?ED   EH ;N7CFB; ?< J>;

%11?A<>-DEJ;7D:799ECF7DO?D=J;NJ 

%11?A<>-DEJ;7D:799ECF7DO?D=J;NJ 

%11?A<>-DEJ;7D:799ECF7DO?D=J;NJ 

%1113 H?<<?IL &;:<EH:'E      . , ?IJ %1",7J 
0  HA K=   T4)5H?L7J;F>OI?9?7DJH;7J?D=7D?DC7J;7J7FH?L7J;<7
9?B?JOKJ?B?P?D=>?I?D:;F;D:;DJC;:?97B@K:=C;DJ?IDEJ7DIM;H78B;JEJ>;,J7J;7D:
:E;I DEJ 79J KD:;H 9EBEH E< IJ7J; B7M <EH FKHFEI;I E< Q  U 0EOJEM?9P L 
;EH=;07I> .D?L ,KFF :      <?D:?D=DEIJ7J;79
J?EDEDJ>;F7HJE<7.D?L;HI?JO8;97KI;T475BJ>EK=>J>;=EL;HDC;DJH;GK?H;I9EC
FB?7D9; M?J> -?JB; "1 H;=KB7J?EDI 7I 7 FH;9ED:?J?ED E< H;9;?L?D= <KD:?D= J>; .D?
L;HI?JO7D:?JI;CFBEO;;I;N;H9?I;:7CFB;:?I9H;J?ED?D ;IJ78B?I>?D=J>;?HEMD
-?JB;"1:;<?D?J?EDI7D:FHE9;:KH;I   7D:?CFB;C;DJ?D=J>EI;FEB?9?;I:KH?D=
J>;?H?DL;IJ?=7J?ED U#KB?7DL &?II?EDCJO !EIF  7B +FJH :7B 
J FF  <?D:?D=DEIJ7J;79J?ED7IJ>;B7M?DGK;IJ?EDT:E;IDEJH;GK?H;EH
;D9EKH7=;  >EKH :;J;DJ?EDI 7D: C;H;BO 7BBEMI FH?L7J; F7HJ?;I JE ;N;H9?I; J>;?H
?D:;F;D:;DJC;:?97B@K:=C;DJH;=7H:?D=J>;D;;:<EHJH;7JC;DJ7D:;L7BK7J?EDU 
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,J7J; C7A;I KF D?D;JO <?L; F;H9;DJ E< 7 FH?L7J; EH=7D?P7J?EDWI<KD:
?D= J>;D ;L;HO :;9?I?ED J>7J J>; EH=7D?P7J?ED C7A;I M?BB ?D;L?J78BO
8; ?D<BK;D9;: 8O J>; EL;HM>;BC?D= 9EDJHEB J>; ,J7J; ;N;H9?I;I EL;H
?JI8K:=;J "DJ>?I9?H9KCIJ7D9;;L;D?<J>;79JEH?IJ;9>D?97BBO79J?D=
7JJ>;?HEMD:?I9H;J?EDH7J>;HJ>7D7JJ>;IJ7J;WI8;>;IJJ>;J>H;7JE<
<KD: M?J>:H7M7B M?BB 7BM7OI BEEC EL;H>;7:S;L;D ?< DEJ ;NFH;IIBO
IJ7J;: FH?D9?F7B:E;IDEJBEI;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO<EH?JI7=;DJWI79J?L?JO
C;H;BO8;97KI;J>;FH?D9?F7B:?:DEJ:?H;9JJ>;7=;DJJEJ7A;J>7JIF;
9?<?9 79J?ED EH 8;97KI; J>; 7=;DJ >7: IEC; B;L;B E< :?I9H;J?ED ?D
9>EEI?D=7F7J>7D;CFBEO;H?IDEJ<H;;E<H;IFED:;7JIKF;H?EHB?7
8?B?JO C;H;BO 8;97KI; >; :?: DEJ 9ECC7D: J>; F7HJ?9KB7H ;CFBEO;;
79J?ED ?D GK;IJ?ED EH 8;97KI; J>; ;CFBEO;; >7: :?I9H;J?ED JE J7A;
?J "J?IJ>;EL;H7BBH;B7J?EDI>?F8;JM;;DJ>;JME;DJ?J?;IJ>7JB;7:I
JE 7 <?D:?D= E< H;IFEDI?8?B?JO DEJ J>; FH?D9?F7BWI H;B7J?EDI>?F JE J>;
IF;9?<?9 79J?ED   "< J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; ?I C;7DJ JE ;DIKH; J>7J
IEC;ED; ?I >;B: 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BBO 799EKDJ78B; M>;D J>; ,J7J; ?I H;
IFEDI?8B;<EH7F7HJ?9KB7HL?EB7J?EDJ>;D?JCKIJ8;?CFB;C;DJ;:M?J>
7DKD:;HIJ7D:?D=E<FH79J?97BH;7B?JO 
"D7::?J?ED?<J>;,J7J;>7I:?H;9J;:EH9E;H9;:J>;FH?L7J;79
JEH?DJEF;H<EHC?D=J>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED9ED9;7B?D=J>7J79J?L?JO?D
:?I9EL;HOEH79EKHJHEEC?I;7I?;H:ED;J>7D9ED9;7B?D=7=;D;H7B9E
;H9?L;FEM;H ->KIJ>?I7IF;9JE<J>;:E9JH?D;C7A;I?J;N9;;:?D=BO
:?<<?9KBJ<EHFB7?DJ?<<IJEFHEL;IJ7J;79J?EDM>;H;?JMEKB:8;9EDI?:
;H;:JE;N?IJKD:;H9KHH;DJFH;9;:;DJ?<7BBJ>;<79JIM;H;ADEMD "J
FHEL?:;I7I?=D?<?97DJ87HH?;HJEM7H:IH;9EL;HO:7C7=?D=EKH78?B?JO
JE ;DIKH; J>7J 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L7BK;I 7H; KF>;B: 7D: ?D9;DJ?L?P?D= J>;
,J7J; JE C7A; 7DO 9E;H9?ED EH :?H;9J?ED E8B?GK; ?D EH:;H JE FH;L;DJ
FEJ;DJ?7B<?D:?D=IE<IJ7J;79J?ED ->?I?I7BIEJHK;E<J>;H;GK?H;C;DJ
J>7JJ>;79JEH97DDEJ8;;N;H9?I?D=>?IEMDFH?L7J;:?I9H;J?ED ?I9H;

BBJ>7J?IH;GK?H;:?IJ>7JJ>;7=;DJTH;7IED78BO8;B?;L;I87I;:ED7C7D?<;IJ7
J?EDE<J>;FH?D9?F7BJ>7JJ>;FH?D9?F7BM?I>;IJ>;7=;DJIEJE79J U+,--&'-
-!"+ (  '2 Q   9CJ  8     %11 -8?; +,--&'- -!"+ (
 '2Q
9CJ <  T-EJ>;;NJ;DJJ>;F7HJ?;I>7L;9H;7J;:7H;B7J?ED
I>?F E< 7=;D9O    J>; FH?D9?F7B >7I 7 FEM;H E< 9EDJHEB ;L;D ?< J>; FH?D9?F7B >7I
FH;L?EKIBO7=H;;:M?J>J>;7=;DJJ>7JJ>;FH?D9?F7BM?BBDEJ=?L;?DJ;H?C?DIJHK9J?EDI
JEJ>;7=;DJEHM?BBDEJEJ>;HM?I;?DJ;H<;H;?DJ>;7=;DJWI;N;H9?I;E<:?I9H;J?ED  

BBJ>7J?IH;GK?H;:?IJ>7JJ>;;CFBEO;;79JM?J>?DJ>;I9EF;E<>?I;CFBEOC;DJ
?11+,--&'- -!"+(  '2Q  M>?9>?DJKHD EDBOH;GK?H;I
J>; ;CFBEO;; JE 8; TF;H<EHC?D= MEHA 7II?=D;: 8O J>; ;CFBEO;H EH ;D=7=?D= ?D 7
9EKHI; E< 9ED:K9J IK8@;9J JE J>; ;CFBEO;HWI 9EDJHEB U +,--&'- -!"+ (
 '2Q   
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J?ED7BM7OI;N?IJIJ>;H;C7O8;7H7D=;E<EFJ?EDIJ>7JJ>;FH?L7J;79
JEH ADEMI 7H; 799;FJ78B; EKJ9EC;I ?D J>; ;O;I E< J>; ,J7J; 7D: >;
C7O KI; >?I :?I9H;J?ED ?D 9>EEI?D= 8;JM;;D J>;C 8KJ J>7J :E;I DEJ
B;7L;>?I79J?EDIKDJ7?DJ;:8O?D<BK;D9;E<J>;,J7J; ->;,J7J;C7O
:;B?8;H7J;BO 7I ?D9;DJ?L?P;: 8O J>?I F7HJ E< J>; :E9JH?D; ?C8K; IJ7J
KJ;IEH7=H;;C;DJIM?J>7B?C?J;:H7D=;E<F;HC?II?8?B?JO?DEH:;HJE
IK8L;HJ7<?D:?D=E<IJ7J;79J?EDM>?B;M?;B:?D=I?=D?<?97DJ?D<BK;D9;
IK9>J>7JJ>;H;?IDEH;7B9>E?9;JEC7A; 
(<9EKHI;IEC;79J?EDIC7O8;JEE7JJ;DK7J;:JEJH?==;H,J7J;
H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ;L;D ?< J>; ,J7J; C7?DJ7?DI 9E;H9?L; FEM;H EL;H J>;
FH?L7J;;DJ?JO EH;CFBEO;HIJE8;B?78B;KD:;HH;IFED:;7JIKF;H?EH
J>;?H;CFBEO;;ICKIJ>7L;79J;:TM?J>?DJ>;I9EF;E<J>;?H;CFBEO
C;DJU <EHFH?D9?F7BIJE8;B?78B;<EHJ>;?H7=;DJIW79J?EDIJ>;7=;DJ
CKIJ>7L;79J;:M?J>?DJ>;I9EF;E<J>;7KJ>EH?JO=H7DJ;:JEJ>;C8O
J>;FH?D9?F7B  ->?I?I8;97KI;?J?IJ>;H;B7J?EDI>?FJ>7J?I9HK9?7BJE
?CFEI;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOJ>;79J?EDICKIJ8;M?J>?DJ>;9ED<?D;IE<J>7J
H;B7J?EDI>?F?DEH:;HJE:;C7D:B?78?B?JO ,?C?B7HBO?DEH:;H<EHJ>;
,J7J;WI9E;H9?L;FEM;HJE;B?9?J7<?D:?D=E<H;IFEDI?8?B?JO?D7DOF7H
J?9KB7H97I;KD:;HJ>?IF7F;HWIJ>;EHOJ>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?EDCKIJ<7BB
M?J>?DJ>;I9EF;E<J>;,J7J;WI?D<BK;D9; ->?I?IDEJ79B;7H 9KJ9ED
9;FJ7D:?I>?=>BO<79J :;F;D:;DJI?C?B7HJECEIJE<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED
:E9JH?D; =;D9O7D:JEHJB7M97DFHEL?:;:?H;9J?ED>;H;8OFB79?D=
M;?=>JEDM>;J>;HEHDEJJ>;79J?DGK;IJ?ED8;D;<?JJ;:J>;,J7J;EH
MEKB:B?A;BO8;J>EK=>JJE8OJ>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO7D:H;B7J;:BOM>;J>
;HJ>;,J7J;MEKB:8;J>EK=>JJE8;?DL;IJ;:?DJ>;EKJ9EC;E<J>;:;
9?I?ED DEJ>;HH;B;L7DJ<79JEH?DJ>;9EDJ;NJE<,J7J;<KD:?D=;D
9EKH7=;C;DJEH=H7DJIE<B;=7B7KJ>EH?JOC7O8;M>;J>;HEHDEJJ>;
9>7BB;D=;: 79J?ED <7BBI M?J>?D J>; I9EF; E< 79J?L?J?;I <EH M>?9> J>;
,J7J;FHEL?:;IIK9>IKFFEHJEH7KJ>EH?JOI?C?B7HJEJ>;I9EF;E<;C
FBEOC;DJ 7KJ>EH?JOJ;IJ<HEC7=;D9OB7M ?D7BBO7=;D9OB7MWIH;
GK?H;C;DJ<EHFH?D9?F7BB?78?B?JOJ>7JJ>;7=;DJTH;7IED78BO8;B?;L;45
87I;:ED7C7D?<;IJ7J?EDE<J>;FH?D9?F7BJ>7JJ>;FH?D9?F7BM?I>;IJ>;

%11+,--&'--!"+( '2Q   

%11+,--&'--!"+( '2Q   

->?I9ED9;FJ?II?C?B7HJEJ>;?:;7?DJEHJB7MJ>7J79J?D=JE8;D;<?J7D;CFBEO
;H JEI;HL;J>;;CFBEO;HWIFKHFEI;FB79;I7D;CFBEO;;WI79J?EDIM?J>?DJ>;I9EF;
E< ;CFBEOC;DJ J>KI JH?==;H?D= H;IFED:;7J IKF;H?EH B?78?B?JO  %11 +,--&'-
-!"+ (  '2Q  :;I9H?8?D=M7OI?DM>?9>9ED:K9JFEJ;DJ?7BBO
J>EK=>JJE8;EKJI?:;J>;I9EF;E<;CFBEOC;DJ97D8;9EDI?:;H;:M?J>?D?J8;97KI;
<EH ;N7CFB; J>; ;CFBEO;; M7I TCEJ?L7J;: JE 8;D;<?J ;CFBEO;HU EH T9EKB: >7L;
79J;:JE8;D;<?J;CFBEO;HU 
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7=;DJ IE JE 79JU ?I ?D<EHC7J?L;   "< J>;H; ?I DE H;7IED78B; 87I?I JE
IKHC?I;J>7JJ>;,J7J;MEKB:>7L;:;I?H;:J>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED7D:
J>;J>;EHOE<IJ7J;79J?ED?IFH;C?I;:IEB;BOED=;D;H7B9E;H9?L;9ED
JHEB J>;D 7D ?D<;H;D9; E< ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO ?I CEH; :?<<?9KBJ JE
C7A;   0>?B; J>?I B?C?J7J?ED ED ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO C7O 8; EF;D
;D:;: ?J ?I DEJ :?II?C?B7H JE J>7J M?J>?D EJ>;H B;=7B :E9JH?D;I <HEC
M>?9>=K?:7D9;97D8;J7A;D 
"D IKC J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; I>EKB: I>?<J 7M7O <HEC ?JI
9KHH;DJ <E9KI ED :?H;9J H;IFEDI?8?B?JO <EH J>; 9>7BB;D=;: 79J?ED 7D:
FH?L7J;:?I9H;J?ED "DIJ;7:?JI>EKB:BEEA7JJ>;FH79J?97BEL;H7BB9E
;H9?L;FEM;HJ>7JJ>;,J7J;M?;B:IEL;HJ>;FH?L7J;79JEH ->?I9>7D=;
MEKB: 8;JJ;H 97FJKH; ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO 7D: 8;JJ;H I7<;=K7H: 79
9EKDJ78?B?JO 
""'0'+*( !0+./
->;H; 7H; I;L;H7B <79JEHI :H7MD <HEC J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9
JH?D;WIFKHFEI;I7IM;BB7I7=;D9OB7MJ>7J9EKHJI97DBEEAJE?D7D
IM;H?D= J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED GK;IJ?ED J>7J CEH; 799KH7J;BO 97FJKH;I J>;
DEJ?ED E< ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO J>7J 7J B;7IJ DEC?D7BBO :H?L;I J>; :E9
JH?D; EDI?:;H7J?EDE<J>;I;<79JEHIMEKB:JH7DI<EHCJ>;:E9JH?D;?D

+,--&'--!"+( '2Q 9CJ 8  

!EM;L;HJ>?IB?C?J7J?EDED,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOI>EKB:DEJ8;J7A;DJEC;7DJ>7J
;DJ?J?;I F;H<EHC?D= 7 FK8B?9 <KD9J?ED 7H; ?D;L?J78BO DEJ IJ7J; 79JEHI M>;D 79J?D=
EKJI?:;E<J>7J<KD9J?ED FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJ>7JF;H<EHCI7<KD9J?ED:;B;=7J;:JE?J8O
J>;,J7J;E<J;D>EB:IFEM;H7D:?D<BK;D9;J>7J?JMEKB:DEJ>7L;M?J>EKJJ>;,J7J;
>7L?D=IE:;B;=7J;:M>?9>9EKB:IF?BB?DJEEJ>;H7IF;9JIE<J>;FH?L7J;79JEHWIEF
;H7J?EDI EH;N7CFB;?D7H;9;DJ97I;?DJ>;EKHJ>?H9K?J)-@?;:B%95@4'E 
 9L    . ,  ?IJ  %1",   7J  0  '   FH     J>;
0;IJ;HD ?IJH?9J E< 'EHJ> 7HEB?D7 >;B: J>7J FH?L7J; 79JEHI KD:;H 9EDJH79J JE FHE
L?:;C;:?97BI;HL?9;IJE?DC7J;IE<7,J7J;FH?IED9EKB:DEJ8;9EDI?:;H;:IJ7J;79
JEHI?DH;<;H;D9;JEJ>;?H9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED7II7KBJ?D=7D?DC7J; %11507J R 
->;9EKHJIJ7J;:J>7JT4M5>?B;J>;4FH?L7J;5;<;D:7DJIM;H;FHEL?:?D=C;:?97BI;H
L?9;IJE4J>;,J7J;57D:)B7?DJ?<<J>;H;?IDEIK==;IJ?ED?DJ>;H;9EH:J>7JJ>;OM;H;
9>7H=;:M?J>EL;HI;;?D=)B7?DJ?<<WII;9KH?JO ->;H;<EH;J>;OM;H;DEJ79J?D=KD:;H
J>;9EBEHE<IJ7J;B7MM>;DJ>;O7BB;=;:BO7II7KBJ;:>?C U07J !EM;L;HJ>;
;DJ?H;H;7IEDJ>7JJ>;C;:?97BFHEL?:;HI>7:799;IIJEJ>;FH?IED;HSJ>;H;7IEDM>O
>;M7I?DJ>;?H97H;SM7IJ>7JJ>;,J7J;>7::;B;=7J;:?JI:KJOE<C;:?97BI;HL?9;I
JEJ>;CH;=7H:B;IIE<M>;J>;HJ>;,J7J;>7:9>EI;DJEIF;9?<?97BBO:;B;=7J;?JI:KJO
JEFHEJ;9JJ>;FB7?DJ?<<<HEC>7HC7IM;BB ->;,J7J;KI;:?JI7KJ>EH?JOJEFB79;J>;
FB7?DJ?<< ?D J>7J I?JK7J?ED 7D: J>; FH?L7J; 79JEHI JEEA 7:L7DJ7=; E< J>7J 7KJ>EH?JO 
->;FH?L7J;79JEHJ>KI97DDEJH;7IED78BOI7OJ>7JJ>;?H79J?EDI97DDEJ8;?CFKJ;:JE
J>;,J7J;<EHH;IFEDI?8?B?JOFKHFEI;I 
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JE 7 CEH; FEM;H<KB JEEB <EH ;D<EH9?D= 799EKDJ78?B?JO 7=7?DIJ ,J7J;I
J>7JFH?L7J?P;?DEH:;HJE7LE?:9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7D:J>;FH?L7J;
;DJ?J?;IEDJ>;H;9;?L?D=;D:E<IK9>FH?L7J?P7J?ED 

5

-?@41%@-@11813-@10-%1>B5/1;>A@E@
);A80!@41>C5?1$1-?;:-.8E1->@41A>01:
;>

I:;I9H?8;:J>;9KHH;DJFK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJB;7L;ICK9>JE
8; :;I?H;:    ->; ;DJ?H; H7J?ED7B; 8;>?D: J>; J;IJ ?I J>7J J>; ,J7J;
CKIJDEJ8;7BBEM;:JE:;B;=7J;EKJFK8B?9:KJ?;I7D:I;HL?9;IM?J>
EKJ 7JJ;D:7DJ 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JO 7D: J>;H;8O IJH?F 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B
=K7H7DJ;;IE<7DOH;7B;<<;9J !EM;L;H8OH;GK?H?D=<KD9J?EDIJE
8;J>;JH7:?J?ED7BBO;N9BKI?L;FH;HE=7J?L;E<J>;,J7J;J>;EKHJ>7I
I7FF;:J>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJE<?JIFEJ;DJ?7BFEM;HJE;DIKH;IK9>
799EKDJ78?B?JO7D:C7?DJ;D7D9;E<9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL7BK;I ->?I?I;I
F;9?7BBO IE ?D 7D 7=; E< ?D9H;7I?D= :;B;=7J?ED JE FH?L7J; F7HJ?;I E<
=EL;HDC;DJ7B<KD9J?EDI ->;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;D;;:IJE<?D:7
M7OJE:;7BM?J>J>?IJH;D:M?J>EKJI79H?<?9?D=799EKDJ78?B?JO ->KI
J>;?:;78;>?D:J>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJI>EKB:8;;NF7D:;:KFEDJE
H;79>EJ>;H:;B;=7J;::KJ?;I8;OED:J>7JM>?9>?J9KHH;DJBOH;79>;IS
7IM7I7H=K78BO?JIEH?=?D7BD7JKH; 
(<9EKHI;DEJ7BB7IIKCFJ?EDIE<FK8B?979J?L?JO8O7FH?L7J;
79JEH97DEHI>EKB:8;9EL;H;:8OJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D; ,J7J;:;B
;=7J?ED 97D >7FF;D ?D CKBJ?FB; M7OI <?HIJ J>; ,J7J; C7O ;NFB?9?JBO
:;B;=7J;7<KD9J?EDJ>7J?J?IH;GK?H;:JEF;H<EHC ->?I?IJ>;<EHCE<
:;B;=7J?ED?I=;D;H7BBO9EL;H;:8OJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D; "<J>;
,J7J;CKIJFHEL?:;7I;HL?9;7D:?<J>7JI;HL?9;MEKB:8;IK8@;9JJE
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?C?J7J?EDI?<:?H;9JBOFHEL?:;:8OJ>;,J7J;J>;DJ>;H;
?IDEBE=?97BH;7IEDDEJJE;NJ;D:J>EI;H;IJH?9J?EDIJEFH?L7J;79JEHI
M>ECJ>;,J7J;>7I9>EI;DJEF;H<EHCJ>;I;HL?9;?D?JIIJ;7: ,;9
ED: J>; ,J7J; C7O ;NFB?9?JBO :;B;=7J; 8O 9EDJH79J?D= M?J> 7 FH?L7J;

%11?A<>-,;9J?ED""  ? 7 

%11130;IJL JA?DI. ,  TEDJH79J?D=EKJFH?IEDC;:?
97B 97H; :E;I DEJ H;B?;L; J>; ,J7J; E< ?JI 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B :KJO JE FHEL?:; 7:;GK7J;
C;:?97BJH;7JC;DJJEJ>EI;?D?JI9KIJE:O7D:?J:E;IDEJ:;FH?L;J>;,J7J;WIFH?IED
;HIE<J>;C;7DIJEL?D:?97J;J>;?H?=>J>C;D:C;DJH?=>JI U 

%11?A<>-"DJHE:K9J?ED 

%117H7A H;P?A<>-DEJ;7J  
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;DJ?JO;L;D?<?J?I7I;HL?9;J>7JJ>;,J7J;>7:FH;L?EKIBOF;H<EHC;:
?JI;B<   (< 9EKHI; ?< J>?I I;HL?9; M7I JH7:?J?ED7BBO J>; ;N9BKI?L; FH;
HE=7J?L; E< J>; ,J7J; J>;D ?J 7BH;7:O <7BBI KD:;H J>; 9KHH;DJ B?C?J;:
FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJ  !EM;L;HJ>;J;IJ97D7D:I>EKB:8;;NJ;D:;:
8;OED: JH7:?J?ED7B ;N9BKI?L?JO   "< J>; ,J7J; >7I J7A;D H;IFEDI?8?B?JO
<EH 7 9;HJ7?D I;HL?9; IK9> J>7J ?J >7I 9H;7J;: 7 C7HA;J <EH ?J 7D: ?D
:K9;:H;B?7D9;KFED?JIFHEL?I?EDE<J>7JI;HL?9;7D:J>;D;NFB?9?JBO
FH?L7J?P;IJ>7JI;HL?9;?JI>EKB:DEJC7JJ;H?<J>;<KD9J?ED?IJH7:?J?ED
7BBOJ>;IEB;:EC7?DE<J>;,J7J; ->;,J7J;?IIJ?BBH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;
KI; E< J>; FH?L7J; 79JEH ?D J>?I 9EDJ;NJ 7D: ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO 7I
H;9E=D?P;: 8O J>; EKHJ ?I ;II;DJ?7B   ->; ,J7J; >7I ?D ;<<;9J C7:;
J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO?JI7=;DJ79J?D=?D?JIIJ;7:7D:J>KIB?A;FH?D9?F7BI
?D7=;D9OB7M?J97DDEJH;CEL;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO<EHJ>;9EDI;GK;D9;IE<
J>7J9>E?9; ->?IM?BBH;:K9;J>;?D9;DJ?L;<EHFH?L7J;79JEHI7D:J>;
,J7J;JEFH?L7J?P;9KHH;DJFK8B?9BO HKDI;HL?9;I?DEH:;HJEB;II;D9ED
IJ?JKJ?ED7BBO B?78?B?JO 7D: M?BB FH;I;HL; 799EKDJ78?B?JO ;L;D M>;H;
J>;O9>EEI;JE:EIE 0>?B;J>?I9EKB:I;;CKD<7?HJEFH?L7J;79JEHI
J>;O>7L;79>E?9;7IJEM>;J>;HJ>;OMEKB:B?A;JE9EDJH79JM?J>J>;
,J7J; 7D: 799;FJ J>; 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JO J>7J 9EC;I M?J> IK9> 7
:;9?I?ED 0>?B;?JC?=>J8;I7?:J>7J:?I9EKH7=?D=EH?D>?8?J?D=FH?
L7J?P7J?ED C?=>J B;II;D C7HA;J ?DDEL7J?ED  ED; MEKB: >EF; J>7J
IK9>FH?L7J?P7J?EDM?BB?DC7DO97I;IIJ?BB8;<;7I?8B;;L;D?<J>;FH?
L7J;79JEHCKIJ<EBBEMJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?EDS7D:?<?J?IDEJF;H>7FI?J?I
DEJ:;I?H78B; 
JH?9A?;HGK;IJ?ED7H?I;IM>;H;J>;,J7J;C;H;BO7BBEMIIK9>
FH?L7J?P7J?EDJEE99KHH7J>;HJ>7D7<<?HC7J?L;BO9H;7J?D=?J ->?IE9
9KHIM>;DJ>;,J7J;IJEFI7F7HJ?9KB7HI;HL?9;7D:7BBEMIFH?L7J;79
JEHIJE<?BBJ>;=7FB;<J8;>?D: "<J>;<KD9J?ED?IJH7:?J?ED7BBOJ>;;N
9BKI?L;:EC7?DE<J>;,J7J;J>;DJ>;FK8B?9<KD9J?EDJ;IJ7FFB?;I7D:
DEFHE8B;CIE99KH !EM;L;H?<J>;<KD9J?ED?IDEJJH7:?J?ED7BBOJ>;
,J7J;WI:EC7?DJ>;,J7J;C7O799ECFB?I>J>;IK8L;HI?EDE<J>;ED
IJ?JKJ?EDC;7DJJE8;7LE?:;:8O7JJ79>?D=IJ7J;79J?EDJE;NFB?9?J9ED
JH79JI8OIJ;FF?D=879A7D:B;JJ?D=J>;<H;;C7HA;J<?BB?JIFB79; ->KI
?J I;;CI C7D?<;IJ J>7J ?D EH:;H JE FH;I;HL; J>; FEM;H E< J>; EL;H7BB
HKB;7D:C7?DJ7?D7HE8KIJ9ED9;FJ?EDE<,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JOIJ7J;79
J?EDCKIJ7FFBOJE79JEHIM>E<?BB>EB;IJ>7JJ>;,J7J;>7I?DJ;DJ?ED7BBO

%11?A<>-,;9J?ED"""  ? 

%1113&?DEM?A<>-DEJ;7J TEDL;HJ?D=;L;HOJ>?D=?DJEJ>;FH?L7J;
IF>;H;J>H;7J;DIF;HIED7B<H;;:ECIJE7IIE9?7J;JE;D@EOJH7DIF7H;D9O7D:JEFKH
IK;?DDEL7J?EDIJ;IJ;:8O;9EDEC?97D:IE9?7BC7HA;JFB79;I U 
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9H;7J;:8OIJEFF?D=J>;FHEL?I?EDE<7I;HL?9; ->?IC7O8;IB?=>JBO
KD<7?HJEFH?L7J;79JEHI7IJ>;?H7M7H;D;IIE<J>;,J7J;WIHEB;?IB;II
;D;:M?J>EKJ79EDJH79J KJEIJ;DI?8BOJ>EI;79JEHI@KCF?DJE<?BB
J>7J =7F 8;97KI; J>;O 7H; 7M7H; J>7J J>; ,J7J; >7I IJ;FF;: 879A IE
J>;?H B?78?B?JO :E;I DEJ 7JJ79> M?J>EKJ 7DO M7HD?D= EH 7<<?HC7J?L;
9>E?9; ED J>;?H F7HJ   KHJ>;H ?J ?I DEJ KD<7?H JE J>; ,J7J; M>;D J>;
,J7J;>7IC7:;79EDI9?EKI9>E?9;JEM7H:IFH?L7J?P7J?ED 
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'?1;2@41">5B-@1/@;>? 1/1??->E

KHH;DJBOJ>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;WI9E;H9?ED7D:9ECFKBI?ED
J;IJ7IAM>;J>;HEHDEJJ>;,J7J;9E;H9;:EH9ECF;BB;:J>;FH?L7J;:;
<;D:7DJ?DJEJ7A?D=J>;9>7BB;D=;:79J?ED "<J>;,J7J;:?:IEJ>;D
IJ7J;79J?ED97D8;<EKD:8;97KI;J>;79J?L?JO?DGK;IJ?ED97DH;7IED
78BO 8; JH79;: JE J>; ,J7J;WI EMD :;9?I?EDI   0>?B; J>?I <79JEH ?I
?CFEHJ7DJ 7D: D;9;II7HO ?D EH:;H JE C7?DJ7?D 799EKDJ78?B?JO E< J>;
,J7J;<EHJ>;9EDI;GK;D9;IE<?JI79J?EDI?J?I7D?D9ECFB;J;GK;IJ?ED 
0>7JI>EKB:7BIE8;7IA;:?IM>;J>;HEHDEJJ>;,J7J;>7II?=D?<?97DJ
BO9EDJH?8KJ;:JEJ>;9ED:?J?EDIKD:;HM>?9>KI;E<J>;FH?L7J;79JEH
?ID;9;II7HO "<J>;,J7J;>7I;NFB?9?JBOC7:;KI;E<7F7HJ?9KB7HFH?
L7J;79JEHD;9;II7HO;?J>;H<EHC7BBOEHFH79J?97BBOEH>7I:ED;IE?C
FB?9?JBO EH >7I I?=D?<?97DJBO 9EDJH?8KJ;: JE J>7J H;7B?JO J>;D J>;
,J7J;WI799EKDJ78?B?JOI>EKB:DEJ;L7FEH7J;C;H;BO8;97KI;?J<EH9;:
J>;FB7?DJ?<<WI>7D:?DIJ;7:E<J>;:;<;D:7DJI ->;H;GK?I?J;,J7J;H;
IFEDI?8?B?JO?IIJ?BBJ>;H; ->?I?IDEJ7D;M9ED9;FJ9EKHJI>7L;7B
H;7:O>;B:J>7J
4,5J7J;I >7L; 7D 7<<?HC7J?L; :KJO E< 97H; JE FHEL?:;
C;:?97B I;HL?9;I JE ?D97H9;H7J;: FH?IED;HI 8;97KI;
J>;O>7L;:;FH?L;:J>;CE<J>;B?8;HJOJEFHE9KH;IK9>
I;HL?9;IJ>;CI;BL;IJEFHEJ;9JFH?IED;HI<HECL?EB;D9;
?D<B?9J;:8OEJ>;H?DC7J;I7D:JEFHEL?:;?DLEBKDJ7H?BO
9ECC?JJ;:C;DJ7BF7J?;DJIM?J>J>;I;HL?9;ID;9;II7HO
JE;DIKH;J>;?HI7<;JO 

!EM;L;HJ>?I:E9JH?D;I>EKB:;NJ;D:8;OED:H;GK?H;::KJ?;IJEFH?I
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ED;HIJEH;79>7BBFH?L7J;;DJ?J?;IJ>7JJ>;,J7J;>7I7BBEM;:JE799;II
97FJ?L;FEFKB7J?EDI 0>;H;J>;,J7J;<EH9;I9?J?P;DI?DJEC7A?D=9;H
J7?D:;9?I?EDIJ>;H;GK?I?J;H;IFEDI?8?B?JO;N?IJI ->?I?II?CFB;:?
H;9J8KJ <EH97KI7J?EDH;IKBJ?D=<HEC7,J7J;WI?DJ;DJ?ED7B9>E?9; EH
;N7CFB; M?J>EKJ J>; ,J7J; ?CFH?IED?D= 7D ?D:?L?:K7B M>E M7I B7J;H
MHED=;: 8O 7 FH?IED 9EDJH79JEH 7D: M?J>EKJ J>; ,J7J; :;9?:?D= JE
9EDJH79JM?J>J>7J;DJ?JOJ>7J?D:?L?:K7BMEKB:D;L;H>7L;C7:;KI;
E<J>;9EDJH79JEH7D:MEKB:D;L;H>7L;8;;DMHED=;:8O?J =7?D
J>; ,J7J; >7I ?D ;<<;9J C7:; J>; FH?L7J; ;DJ?JO ?JI 7=;DJ 8;97KI; J>;
,J7J;>7IJ>HEK=>?JIEMD79J?EDI<EH9;:?D:?L?:K7BIJE:;7BM?J>J>;
;DJ?JO   ->KI J>; ,J7J; ?I H;IFEDI?8B; <EH J>; >7HCI MEHA;: KFED
J>EI;?D:?L?:K7BI8OJ>;;DJ?JOJ>7J?J>7I9ECF;BB;:J>;CJEKI; 
->; CEIJ E8L?EKI ;N7CFB; E< J>?I MEKB: 8; FH?L7J; 9EDJH79
JEHI MEHA?D= M?J> FH?IEDI   I :;I9H?8;: J>; 9KHH;DJ :E9JH?D;
7CED=IJ J>; BEM;H 9EKHJI C7D:7J;I J>7J EDBO 9EDJH79JEHI FHEL?:?D=
T;II;DJ?7BU I;HL?9;I 97D 8; 9EDI?:;H;: IJ7J; 79JEHI J>EI; FHEL?:?D=
:?I9H;J?ED7HOI;HL?9;I7H;DEJ !EM;L;HFH?IED?DC7J;I7H;797F
J?L;7K:?;D9;SED;A;FJ?DFB79;8OJ>;,J7J; ->;,J7J;>7IB?C?J;:
J>;?HEFJ?EDIC7A?D=?JIK9>J>7JJ>;O97DEDBOF7HJ7A;<HECJ>;H;
IJH?9J;: DKC8;H E< 9EDJH79JEHI ?J I;B;9JI   ->; H;=KB7H C7HA;J FH;I
IKH;IJ>7JC?=>JA;;F7FH?L7J;9ECF7DO<HEC8B7J7DJBOL?EB7J?D=J>;
EDIJ?JKJ?ED8O:?I9H?C?D7J?D=EDJ>;87I?IE<H79;7H;DED ;N?IJ;DJ
:K;JEJ>;,J7J;WI79J?EDI D:;L;D?<J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO?IDEJKD:;H
9EDJH79JM?J>J>;FH?IEDI7O7D?DC7J;?I8HEK=>JJE7:E9JEHM?J>EKJ
7 FH?EH 9EDJH79JK7B 7=H;;C;DJ ?< J>; FH?IED;H H;GK?H;I J>; I;HL?9;
7D:>7IDEI7O7IJEM>EFHEL?:;I?JJE>?CJ>;,J7J;?IIJ?BBH;IFEDI?
8B;<EH9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BMHED=IF;H<EHC;:?DJ>7JFHE9;II ->;FH?IED;H
:?:DEJ9>EEI;JEI;;J>7JF7HJ?9KB7H:E9JEH>;M7IDEJ=?L;D7D7HH7O
E< EFJ?EDI 7D: 7BBEM;: JE M;?=> J>; FHEI 7D: 9EDI 7D: ?DL;IJ?=7J;
M>;J>;H EH DEJ J>; 79JEH >7: 7 >?IJEHO E< EH 7 FHEF;DI?JO JEM7H:I
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B L?EB7J?EDI   ->; ,J7J; >7I 9ECF;BB;: >?C JE I;; J>7J
F7HJ?9KB7H:E9JEH;L;D?<?J>7IDEJ9ECF;BB;:J>;F7HJ?9KB7H:E9JEHJE
I;; >?C   "< 799EKDJ78?B?JO M?J>?D J>; IJ7J; 79J?ED :E9JH?D; ?I JE 8;
J7A;D I;H?EKIBO 7D: ,J7J; H;IFEDI?8?B?JO <KBBO 9ED9;FJK7B?P;: J>;D
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JOCKIJ8;FH;I;DJM>;DJ>;,J7J;>7IJ7A;D7M7O
J>;L?9J?CWI9>E?9; 
->?IB?D;E<H;7IED?D=97D8;;NJ;D:;:8;OED:H;7BCIIK9>7I
FH?IEDIM>;H;?D:?L?:K7BI7H;F>OI?97BBOH;IJH?9J;:8OJ>;,J7J; ,J7J;
=H7DJ;: CEDEFEB?;I E< D;9;II7HO I;HL?9;I FH;I;DJ I?C?B7H 9ED9;HDI 
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"D:?L?:K7BI :;I?H?D= JE B?L; <KB<?BB?D= B?L;I 7I F7HJ?9?F7J?D= C;C8;HI
E<IE9?;JO>7L;DEH;7B9>E?9;8KJJEF7HJ7A;E<J>;I;I;HL?9;I ;
97KI; J>; ,J7J; >7I J7A;D 7M7O 9?J?P;DIW 78?B?JO JE 9>EEI; ,J7J; H;
IFEDI?8?B?JO;N?IJI7D:9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JOCKIJ8;?CFEI;: (J>
;HM?I; J>; ,J7J; 9EKB: <KDD;B FH79J?97BBO D;9;II7HO I;HL?9;I ?DJE
F7HJ?9KB7H79JEHIW>7D:I<H;;<HEC9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7D:?D:?L?:
K7BIMEKB:>7L;B?JJB;9>E?9;8KJJE799;FJJ>7JIJ7J;E<7<<7?HI "DLEB
KDJ7HOH;<;HH7BI8OJ>;,J7J;E<IJK:;DJIJEFH?L7J;:?I9?FB?D7HOI9>EEBI
7BIE<7BB?DJEJ>?I97J;=EHO
BJ>EK=> $1:0188-71> 7D: EJ>;H 97I;I C7A; 9B;7H
J>7J ;:K97J?ED >7I D;L;H 8;;D ;N9BKI?L;BO 7 FK8B?9
<KD9J?ED?DLEBKDJ7HOH;<;HH7BE<IJK:;DJI9EKFB;:M?J>
9ECFKBIEHO ;:K97J?ED B7MI C7A;I J>;?H ;:K97J?ED 7J
J>;I; I9>EEBI <KD9J?ED7BBO 7D ;N9BKI?L; <KD9J?ED ? ; 
J>;O>7L;DE9>E?9;8KJJE7JJ;D:    "DJ>;7BJ;HD7J?L;
I9>EEB 9EDJ;NJ J>; <79J E< ?DLEBKDJ7HO H;<;HH7B JE J>;
I9>EEBI ?D GK;IJ?ED 9EKFB;: M?J> 9ECFKBIEHO ;:K97
J?ED 9H;7J;I J>; ;GK?L7B;DJ E< 7 DED:;B;=78B; :KJO E<
97H; 

=7?DKD<7?HD;IISJ>;9HKNE<J>;,KFH;C;EKHJWIMEHH?;I?D>EB:
?D=FH?L7J;79JEHI799EKDJ78B;KD:;HJ>;EDIJ?JKJ?EDS?IDEJ7C7@EH
?IIK; >;H;   )H?L7J; 79JEHI 7D: J>; ,J7J; 7H; EIJ;DI?8BO <KBBO 7M7H;
M>;DJ>;O;DJ;H?DJE9EDJH79JIM?J>;79>EJ>;H<EHJ>?D=IIK9>7IFH?I
EDI;HL?9;IEHM>;DJ>;O=H7DJ7EH79JFKHIK7DJJE7=H7DJE<7CE
DEFEBOJ>7JKI;E<J>;I;HL?9;I?DGK;IJ?ED?IFH79J?97BBOH;GK?H;: 
/0&#00#.*0#"0&#.'20# *0'0510&+.'05
0+1("+00&#.3'/#2#
J>EHEK=>9ED9;FJ?EDE<9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B799EKDJ78?B?JOMEKB:
8;7F?F;:H;7C?<J>;,J7J;9EKB:=H7DJ7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJ>;7KJ>EH?JO
J>7JM7IJ>;8KJ <EH97KI;E<J>;;DJ?JOWI78?B?JOJE?D<B?9JJ>;7BB;=;:
9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDM?J>EKJ7DO9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BB?78?B?JO7JJ79>?D= 
KJJ>7J?IJ>;9KHH;DJ9ECFEI?J?EDE<J>;IJ7J;79J?ED:E9JH?D;7=H7DJ
E<IJ7JKJEHO7KJ>EH?JO8O?JI;B<:E;IDEJJH7DI<EHC7FH?L7J;79JEH?DJE
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7IJ7J;79JEH ->?I7BBEMI<EHH;IKBJIJ>7J7FF;7HC7D?<;IJBOKD<7?H
7D:9EKDJ;HJEJ>;9EH;E<8EJ>799EKDJ78?B?JO7D:,J7J;H;IFEDI?8?B
?JOM>;H;?D7,J7J;9EKB:9>EEI;JE=?L;7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJ>;B;=7B7K
J>EH?JOJE97KI;=H?;LEKI>7HCM?J>EKJ7DO79JEH8;?D=>;B:9EDIJ?JK
J?ED7BBO B?78B; <EH J>; F;HF;JK7J?ED E< J>7J >7HC   I C?BO >?7D=
DEJ;:
EJ> IJ7J; 79J?ED 7D: Q  :E9JH?D; 7H; ;NFB?9?JBO
FH;C?I;: ?D H;9E=D?J?ED E< J>; KD?GK; FEM;HI 9ED
L;O;: 8O IJ7J; 7KJ>EH?JO     ->;I; :E9JH?D;I H;9E=
D?P;J>7JED9;7D?D:?L?:K7B>7I8;;DL;IJ;:M?J>IJ7J;
7KJ>EH?JOJ>7J7KJ>EH?JO97HH?;IV7<7H=H;7J;H97F79?JO
<EH >7HC J>7D 7D ?D:?L?:K7B JH;IF7II;H ;N;H9?I?D= DE
7KJ>EH?JO EJ>;H J>7D >?I EMD W L;D C?IKI; E< J>7J
FEM;H?I9EDI?:;H;:IJ7J;79J?EDEH79J?EDJ7A;DKD:;H
9EBEH E< IJ7J; B7M 8;97KI; J>7J FEM;H M7I FEII;II;:
8OL?HJK;E<IJ7J;B7M7D:C7:;FEII?8B;EDBO8;97KI;
J>; MHED=:E;H ?I 9BEJ>;: M?J> J>; 7KJ>EH?JO E< IJ7J;
B7MV4)5EM;HED9;=H7DJ;::E;IDEJ:?I7FF;7HB?A;7
C7=?9=?<JM>;D?J?IMHED=<KBBOKI;: W

0>;H;J>;,J7J;;NFB?9?JBO7BBEMI7FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJE79J?J=?L;IJ>;
;DJ?JO 7D ;IF;9?7BBO M;?=>JO 7D: :7C7=?D= FEM;H J>7J ?J 9EKB: DEJ
EJ>;HM?I;9EC;8O7D:J>KI?J97D8;<7?HBOI7?:J>7JJ>;,J7J;?IH;
IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;;DJ?JOWI79J?EDI?DJ>;9EKHI;E<M?;B:?D=J>7JFEM;H 
O=H7DJ?D=IK9>FEM;HJEJ>;;DJ?JOJ>;,J7J;>7IED9;CEH;?D;<
<;9J C7:; J>7J ;DJ?JO ?JI 7=;DJ ;N;H9?I?D= 7KJ>EH?JO J>7J EJ>;HM?I;
MEKB: DEJ 8;BED= JE ?J 8KJ <EH J>; ,J7J;WI :;9?I?ED JE 8;IJEM ?J 
->;H;<EH; M>;H; J>; ,J7J; >7I =?L;D 7 FH?L7J; ;DJ?JO J>; 78?B?JO JE
97KI; J>; >7HC ?D GK;IJ?ED IJ7J; 79J?ED I>EKB: 8; <EKD:   ->?I

 %11 13 &7D>7JJ7D CJO  99;II EHF  L  !7BB;9A  ,  J    
  4-5>; ?JOWI :;I?=D7J?ED ?I 7D7BE=EKI JE 7 =EL;HDC;DJ B?9;DI; 7 =EL;HD
C;DJ 9EDJH79J EH 7 =EL;HDC;DJ =H7DJ;: CEDEFEBO DED; E< M>?9>9EDL;HJI 7 FH?
L7J;;DJ?JO?DJE7IJ7J;79JEHSKDB;IIJ>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JO?IF;H<EHC?D=7JH7:?J?ED7B
;N9BKI?L;FK8B?9<KD9J?ED UA85-: 7B +FJH :7J TV4-5>;<79JJ>7JJ>;
=EL;HDC;DJ >7I =H7DJ;: 7 FH?L7J; ;DJ?JO 9;HJ7?D FEM;HI 7D: FH?L?B;=;I KD:;H J>;
B7MW>EM;L;HV?I?DIK<<?9?;DJJEC7A;J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JOWI9ED:K9JIJ7J;79J?ED WU 

>?7D=?A<>-DEJ;7J 

->?I?II?C?B7HJE7J;IJFHEFEI;:8OC?BO>?7D=?D>;H7HJ?9B;EDJ>;IJ7J;79
J?ED:E9JH?D;7D::?I9?FB?D7HOI9>EEBIT->;<?HIJGK;IJ?EDJE7IA?DJ>;9EDJ;NJE<
?D@KH?;I9ECC?JJ;:8OFK8B?9BO <KD:;:FH?L7J;BOHKDI9>EEB;CFBEO;;IEHE<<?9?7BI
?IM>;J>;HJ>EI;?D:?L?:K7BIM;H;9BE7A;:?DJ>;7KJ>EH?JOE<J>;,J7J;M>;DJ>;O
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MEKB: 7FFBO JE I?JK7J?EDI 9ED9;HD?D= ?DLEBKDJ7HO 9ECC?JC;DJ 8O
FH?L7J; >EIF?J7BISJ>; 9KHH;DJ :E9JH?D; IKHHEKD:?D= M>?9> 7I :;
I9H?8;:  B;7L;I CK9> JE 8; :;I?H;: H;=7H:?D= 799EKDJ78?B?JO 
0>;H;>EIF?J7BI>7L;J>;JH;C;D:EKIFEM;HJE?DLEBKDJ7H?BO9ECC?J
F;EFB;IEB;BO8;97KI;J>;,J7J;>7I7KJ>EH?P;:J>;CJE:EIE9EDIJ?
JKJ?ED7BL?EB7J?EDI9ECC?JJ;:?DJ>;FHE9;IIE<M?;B:?D=IK9>FEM;H
MEKB:8;7::H;II;: 
->?I MEKB: DEJ KD<7?HBO IKHFH?I; J>; ,J7J; EH FH?L7J; 79JEHI
>;B: B?78B; KD:;H J>?I <79JEH 7D: ?J MEKB: ?D9H;7I; FH;:?9J78?B?JO E<
J>;:E9JH?D; )H?L7J;;DJ?J?;I7D:J>;,J7J;7H;7M7H;M>;DJ>;;DJ?
J?;I79JFKHIK7DJJE7=H7DJE<B;=7B7KJ>EH?JO8OJ>;,J7J;,J7J;IC7A;
79EDI9?EKI9>E?9;JE=H7DJIK9>7KJ>EH?JO7D:FH?L7J;79JEHIC7A;7
9EDI9?EKI 9>E?9; JE 79J J>HEK=> ?J   IJ78B?I>?D= J>?I 9ED9;FJ 7I 7D
;NFB?9?J<79JEH?DJ>;IJ7J;79J?EDJ;IJMEKB:B;JIK9>;DJ?J?;IADEM<EH
9;HJ7?D J>7J 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B H;IJH?9J?EDI 7FFBO JE J>;?H 8;>7L?EH 7D: ?J
MEKB:B;JJ>;C9>EEI;?D7:L7D9;M>;J>;HJ>;OM7DJJE79JFKHIK7DJ
JEIK9>IJ7JKJEHO=H7DJI7D:799;FJJ>;7JJ;D:7DJB?78?B?JO 


/0&#00#'%*'$'!*0(5 *!+1.%#"0&#
1 ('!7//#+$0&#.'20#!0+.

->;<KD9J?ED7BH;IFEDI?8?B?JOE<J>;,J7J;:E;IDEJ;D:M>;H;
?J >7I 79JK7BBO <EH9;: ;?J>;H <EHC7BBO EH FH79J?97BBO ?D:?L?:K7BI JE
C7A;KI;E<7FH?L7J;;DJ?JO +;IFEDI?8?B?JO97D7BIE8;JH79;:JEJ>;
,J7J;M>;H;J>;,J7J;>7II?=D?<?97DJBO;D9EKH7=;:J>;FK8B?9WIKI;E<
7FH?L7J;79JEH EH;N7CFB;?<7,J7J;?DIJ;7:E<?D9H;7I?D=EH7BBEJ
J?D=<KD:?D=<EH7D:;<<EHJ?DJEFK8B?9I9>EEBIFKJIJ>7JJ?C;;D;H=O
7D:CED;O?DJEFHECEJ?D=J>;KI;E<FH?L7J;79JEHI?DIJ;7:SJ>HEK=>
9>7HJ;H I9>EEBI 7D: I9>EEB LEK9>;HISJ>;D 9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7B B?78?B?JO
I>EKB:7JJ79>M>;H;J>EI;I9>EEBIL?EB7J;J>;9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BH?=>JIE<
J>;?HIJK:;DJI;L;D?<J>EI;IJK:;DJIEHCEH;799KH7J;BOJ>;?HF7H
;DJI:?:>7L;7D7JB;7IJDEC?D7B9>E?9;JE7JJ;D:J>EI;I9>EEBI I
M>;H;J>;,J7J;=H7DJIFEM;HJE7D;DJ?JO?JMEKB:DEJEJ>;HM?I;>7L;
?< J>; ,J7J; :?H;9JI ?JI 9?J?P;DI JEM7H: J>; KI; E< 7 F7HJ?9KB7H I;HL?9;
8O7F7HJ?9KB7HFHEL?:;H?J>7IFKJJ>;M;?=>JE<?JI7KJ>EH?JO7D:?D

9ECC?JJ;:J>;?D@KH?;I "DEJ>;HMEH:IM;H;J>EI;?D:?L?:K7BI97F78B;E<?D<B?9J?D=
J>;>7HCI7BB;=;:IEB;BO8OL?HJK;E<J>;FEM;H=H7DJ;:J>;C8OJ>;,J7J;EHM;H;
J>;>7HCICEH;7A?DJEFH?L7J;>7HCIB?A;9ECCEDB7MJEHJ?D@KH?;IU07J R
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<BK;D9;8;>?D:J>7JFHEL?:;H7D:?J?IH;IFEDI?8B;<EHJ>;>7HCIJ>7J
9EC;JEJ>EI;M>EC7A;KI;E<?J ->?I?II?C?B7HJEED;J>;EHOE<H;
IFED:;7JIKF;H?EHM>;H;7D;CFBEO;H?IB?78B;<EHJ>;79J?EDIE<>?I
;CFBEO;; 8;97KI; TJ>; ;CFBEO;H >7I I;B;9J;: 7D: JHKIJ;: J>; ;C
FBEO;;7D:IEI>EKB:IK<<;H<EH>?I97H;B;IID;IIH7J>;HJ>7D7D?DDE
9;DJIJH7D=;HM>E>7I>7:DEEFFEHJKD?JOJEFHEJ;9J>?CI;B< U O
;D9EKH7=?D=J>;KI;E<J>;FH?L7J;;DJ?JOJ>;,J7J;>7I879A;:J>;;D
J?JOM?J>?JIFEM;H9H;7J?D=7I;DI;E<I7<;JO?DJ>;C?D:IE<9?J?P;DI
?DH;IF;9JJEKI;E<J>;;DJ?JOJ>7JMEKB:DEJEJ>;HM?I;;N?J ->?I?I
;IF;9?7BBO JHK; M>;H; J>; ,J7J; 7BIE >;7L?BO H;=KB7J;I 7D: <KD:I J>;
;DJ?JO9H;7J?D=7D;L;DIJHED=;H7FF;7H7D9;E<JHKIJ ->;,J7J;?IH;
IFEDI?8B;M>;DJ>;JHKIJ?J>7I9H;7J;:B;7:IJE9EDIJ?JKJ?ED7BMHED=I 
EH ;N7CFB; ?D 7 H;9;DJ -;DJ> ?H9K?J 97I; -::E B
-91F7:?IJH?9J9EKHJ:?IC?II;:79B7?CJ>7J7FH?L7J;I>;BJ;H7J
M>?9> 7 ,J7J; E<<?9;H :?H;9J;: >?C JE IJ7O 7I 7 9ED:?J?ED E< >?I F7
HEB;SJ>7J 7BB;=;:BO TL?EB7J;: >?I EKHJ> C;D:C;DJ H?=>J 7=7?DIJ
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